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Bus bar electrical interconnection system adapted for use 
with an irregularly - shaped eye - shield and adapted for inter 
connection with leads from a battery to power a heating 
element affixed to the eye - shield , the interconnection system 
having bus bars , each bus bar adapted for connection with a 
lead from the battery , one or more of the bus bars having at 
least one protrusion , or alternatively a recession , providing 
at least one partial contact area of the bus bars , together with 
alternatively provided painted contact pads on the heating 
element , and at least one peripheral member securing inter 
connection of the partial contact surface area of the bus bars 
with the heating element , for providing customized heating 
of the heating element depending upon the number and 
extent of partial contact areas for customized heating to 
prevent fogging of the eye - shield . 
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ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECTION 
SYSTEM FOR HEATING EYE - SHIELD 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This patent application claims the benefit and pri 
ority of U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 62 / 245 , 904 , 
filed 23 Oct . 2015 , Electrical Interconnection System for 
Customized Heating of an Eye - Shield . 

FIELD 

[ 0002 ] This invention relates to an electrical interconnec 
tion system between battery leads and an anti - fog resistive 
heater / heating element on an eye - shield , and more particu 
larly to an electrical interconnection system adapted for 
customized heating of an eye - shield by interconnecting a 
battery ' s leads with the anti - fog resistive heating element ( s ) 
on an eye - shield without having to paint silver ink to create 
and / or connect bus bars to the heating element ( s ) and 
without having to rivet the bus bars onto the eye - shield and 
the heating element ( s ) . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] It is often desirable to use sport goggles , dive 
masks , swim goggles , portable virtual - reality headset sys 
tems , portable augmented - reality headset systems , and other 
highly portable transparent eye - protecting shields in envi 
ronments involving conditions which contribute to conden 
sation build - up on the eye - shield and where even momen 
tary impairment of vision by fogging is problematic . When 
the temperature of such an eye - shield drops below a dew 
point temperature , i . e . , the atmospheric temperature below 
which water droplets begin to condense and dew can form , 
fogging occurs on the eye - shield . 
[ 0004 ] A common characteristic of such portable eye 
protecting shields is the fact that they are lightweight enough 
to be worn on a user ' s head and are positioned relatively 
closely to a user ' s face such that the user ' s breath and body 
heat exacerbates fogging conditions . Examples of fog - prone 
sport goggles intended for use during various activities have 
included goggles for downhill skiing , cross - country skiing , 
snowboarding , snowmobiling , sledding , tubing , ice climb 
ing , rock climbing , hiking , mountaineering , and the like , and 
are widely known and widely utilized by sports enthusiasts 
and others whose duties or activities require them to be 
outside in snowy , inclement , and other weather conditions 
prone to fogging . Examples of fog - prone dive masks have 
included eye and nose masks independent of a breathing 
apparatus as well as full - face masks in which the breathing 
apparatus is integrated into the mask . Examples of other 
fog - prone eye - protecting shields have included a face shield 
that a doctor or dentist wears to prevent pathogens from 
getting into the user ' s mouth or eyes , a transparent face 
shield portion of a motorcycle or snow - mobile helmet , and 
eye glasses for use while cycling or playing games . Fogging 
that impairs vision is a common problem with such goggles , 
dive masks and eye - protecting shields , as well as swim 
goggles — which also have very widely - known fogging 
problems . 
[ 0005 ] There have been various conductive apparatus 
devised for preventing condensation build - up on eye - pro 
tecting and image transmitting eye - shields . A known article 
for interconnecting such a device ' s battery with a resistive 

heating element ( such as for example an Indium - Tin Oxide 
thin film heating element or a carbon - nano - wire heating 
element ) with a known contact system 100 on an eye - shield 
lens 102 having comprised a polycarbonate substrate 104 as 
illustrated in FIG . 1 . The eye - shield lens 102 has further 
comprised a layer of polyethylene terephthalate ( PET ) 106 
having indium - tin - oxide , silver nanowires , or other thin - film 
heating element 108 affixed thereto by a known method of 
deposition and having a silver ink bus bar 116 of a suitable 
consistency and thickness painted over the edge of the 
heating element 108 , so as to make sufficient consistent 
electrical contact with the heating element , and so as to also 
provide a thick and substantial enough bus bar element to be 
able to put a rivet 110 through the bus bar , a metal contact 
element 112 in contact with the silver ink , the heating 
element , and the eye - shield substrate . Layering these mate 
rials into a thin eye - shield lens 102 has created a lightweight , 
transparent eye - shield 102 that has warmed when current 
has passed through the thin - film heating element 108 . Pass 
ing electrical current through the lead wire 114 to the contact 
112 and silver ink bus bar 116 has in turn passed a current 
through the thin - film heating element 108 , warming the 
surface of the lens . The eye - shield substrate 104 may be seen 
in this instance as providing rigidity so as to enable a 
sufficiently sturdy and durable connection between a battery 
( not shown ) and the eye - shield heating element 108 through 
the silver ink bus bar 116 and metal contact 112 . 
[ 0006 ] However , the above - described system , wherein the 
silver ink needs to be applied over the ITO over a relatively 
large area and in a consistent manner so as to make an 
effective and uniform electrical connection across the length 
of the eye - shield , has been an inefficient method to make an 
electrical interconnection system for an eye - shield , and has 
been more difficult and expensive to implement because it 
has required additional steps , and thus additional labor and 
cost , to perform . 
[ 0007 ] Additionally , inserting a rivet 110 through the edge 
of the layered lens 102 has weakened the integrity of the 
substrate 104 , which has cracked upon flexion around the 
rivet hole in the substrate . Further , a silver ink bus bar 116 
has been painted on and has not created a strong enough 
connection point for a lead wire 114 to connect , thus this 
method has required the use of the contact 112 and rivet 110 
to connect the lead wire 114 to the silver ink bus bar 116 . 
Since inserting the rivet 110 has required putting a hole in 
the substrate 104 , which has weakened the integrity of the 
substrate , this method has introduced cracks , or breakage , of 
the substrate upon flexion at or around the hole required by 
the rivet . 
[ 0008 ] Thus , there is a lacking in the prior art for an 
interconnection system to interconnect the battery of an 
eye - shield with the resistive heating element on the lens of 
such an eye - shield in such a way as to be easy , involving less 
manually performed steps , and more cost - effective to manu 
facture , which provides an optimal electrical interconnec 
tion , and which is readily adaptable for allowing customized 
tuning of heating of irregularly - shaped eye - shields to allow 
even heating or customized pattern heating of the eye 
shields . 
[ 0009 ] A perfectly rectangular eye - shield 200 , as shown 
theoretically in FIG . 2 , is less susceptible to hot spots 
because the current from the battery 214 flows evenly 
through the ITO 202 between and through the upper and 
lower bus bars 210 , 212 . Most eye - shields , however , are of 
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irregular shape ( other than square or rectangular ) , for 
example being rounded or having a cut - out portion corre 
sponding to resting upon the bridge of a user ' s nose , so they 
have been subject to problems of hot spots and also have not 
provided for easily customizable heating of the eye - shield to 
allow , for example , even heating of the eye - shield . Such 
eye - shields , such as the eye - shield 500 shown in FIG . 5 , 
have been subject to hot spots in the ITO 502 at a location 
522 positioned directly over the cut - out 507 of the eye 
shield adapted for sitting upon the bridge of the user ' s nose . 
[ 0010 ] The reason for hot spots on irregularly - shaped 
eye - shields has been because the electrical resistivity 
between the electrical connections across the resistive ele 
ments on the eye - shield has been greater or lesser at different 
locations on the eye - shield such that the amount of electrical 
current consumed in the areas with less distance between 
terminal connections is greater and the amount of electrical 
current consumed in areas with greater distance between the 
terminal connections is less . Thus , as shown on eye - shield 
500 of FIG . 5 , where there is a bus bar 506 across the top of 
the brow of the eye - shield , and a corresponding bus bar 508 
across the eye - well portion of the eye - shield 500 and over 
the bridge of the cut - out 507 of the eye - shield adapted for 
resting on the bridge of a user ' s nose , the distance between 
the bus bars at locations 513 , 515 , positioned directly over 
the user ' s eye , would tend to be cooler than the position 517 , 
or area B , positioned directly above the cut - out portion of 
the eye - shield adapted for resting on the bridge of the user ' s 
nose . Again , this is because more current is used ( and 
wasted ) over the bridge of the nose than is used directly over 
the eyes . 
[ 0011 ] To overcome fogging conditions enough power 
must be applied to overcome the fog in the areas with the 
greatest distance between the terminal connection points , 
causing the smaller areas to overheat , which in turn wastes 
power . Thus , the problem has resulted in limited usefulness 
of heating of goggle eye - shields . Because of the irregular 
shape of eye - shields , these problems have existed whether 
one is considering resistive - wire applications or resistive 
film applications . 
[ 0012 ] Prior sports goggles and other eye - shields have 
been highly portable , and have needed to be flexible and 
durable enough to be adapted to repeated flexing for sealing 
wear on a variety of differently - sized and differently - shaped 
users ' heads and faces . This fact has exacerbated the diffi 
culties and susceptibilities to possible breakages and dimin 
ished connection contact between the heating elements on 
the eye - shields and the batteries and electronic systems 
powering the devices . 
[ 0013 ] Some examples of disclosures providing for heat 
ing of eyewear lenses include the following : U . S . Pat . No . 
4 , 868 , 929 , to Curcio , for Electrically Heated Ski Goggles , 
and U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 648 , 234 , to Welchel et al . , for Eyewear 
with Heating Elements , each comprising an eye - shield with 
embedded resistive wires operatively connected via a 
switching device to a power source pack adapted to produce 
heating of the eye - shield for anti - fog purposes . Neither the 
Curcio nor Welchel disclosures teach of a bus bar contacting 
a transparent heating element , such as may be made of 
Indium - Tin - Oxide ( ITO ) , or carbon - nano - wires . Rather they 
teach of interconnection of circuit wires to resistive wires 
embedded in the lens . Nor do Curcio nor Welchel teach a bus 
bar interconnection system to achieve customized heating of 

an irregularly - shaped eye - shield , whether for even or non 
even heating of the eye - shield . 
[ 0014 ] U . S . Patent Application No . 2009 / 0151057A1 to 
Lebel et al . , for Reversible Strap - Mounting Clips for 
Goggles , discloses use of thin - film heating elements used for 
heating an eye - shield with a push - button switch for turning 
on power from a battery carried on an eyewear band or 
eyewear arm . While Lebel et al . teaches of a transparent , 
thin - filmed heating element , it does not teach about how the 
bus bar is connected to the heating element . Nor does Lebel 
teach a bus bar interconnection system to achieve custom 
ized heating of an irregularly - shaped eye - shield , whether for 
even or non - even heating of the eye - shield . Thus , Lebel 
would be susceptible to a hot spot over the arched cut - out in 
the eye - shield , as described above , where it is adapted to 
accommodate a user ' s nose , and using such a device in a 
limited battery - powered application would unduly discharge 
the battery and diminish the amount of time the battery 
would last during a particular use . 
[ 0015 ] U . S . Pat . No . 5 , 351 , 339 to Reuber et al . , for Double 
Lens Electric Shield , recognizes the problem of un - even 
heating where an electroconductive film is deposited on an 
irregular - shaped visor lens and proposes a specific bus bar 
configuration ( electrodes 50 and 60 ) that addresses the 
problem of making the distance between electrodes substan 
tially the same for fairly uniform flow of electrical current 
across the electroconductive film . The eye - shield of Reuber 
is more uniform than that of a conventional goggle having 
a cut - out portion adapted to fit over the bridge of a user ' s 
nose . Accordingly , the configuration of the electrode bus 
bars of Reuber would not suffice for a more conventional 
goggle eye - shield configuration . Further , the bus bar of 
Reuber is connected , as with a rivet , to the eye - shield itself , 
and while this may be somewhat suitable for a visor for a 
motorcycle helmet , such as with Reuber , since such a visor 
is meant to be less flexible than a typical goggle or other 
eye - shield , such attachments , such as with a rivet , are less 
desirable for attaching a bus bar to other portable eye 
shields , in part because of the flexibility and point of failure 
issue , and in part because of the issue of the additional 
number of steps and additional cost necessary for manufac 
ture . Rueber does not teach the use of a physically altered 
structure or configuration of bus bar having protruding , 
recessed , or otherwise physically altered portions of a busbar 
( or alternatively the heating element ) , creating partial con 
tact surface areas between the bus bar and the heating 
element for a customized heating pattern applicable to the 
heating element , together with a less - costly - to - manufacture 
clamping , or other mechanized or other engaging , system for 
holding portions of the bus bar against the heating element 
while allowing other portions of the bus bar to be out of 
contact with the heating element , for applying a specific 
heating pattern to the eye - shield to prevent hot spots or to 
otherwise provide customized or even heating . 
[ 0016 ] Thus , a problem with sport goggles which have 
employed electrical heating is that of uneven heating over 
the entire surface of an irregular - shaped eye - shield . Goggles 
and dive masks , and their eye - shields , are manufactured 
with an irregular shape required to maintain a position close 
to the face of the wearer and allowing cutouts for the nose 
and extended edges for peripheral vision . While various 
general attempts to evenly heat an eye - shield across its 
entire surface have been made with serpentine wires , or 
strips of thin - film heating material , included on , or within , 
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eye - shield lenses , as for example in published U . S . Patent 
Application No . 2008 / 0290081A1 to Biddel for Anti - Fog 
ging Device and Anti - Fogging Viewing Member , U . S . Pat . 
No . 4 , 638 , 728 to Elenewski for Visor Defroster , and U . S . 
Published Patent Application No . 2013 / 0043233A1 , to Elser 
et al . , for Device for Active Heating of Transparent Mate 
rials , use of a bus bar interconnection system having a 
physically - altered structure or configuration bus bar allow 
ing partial contact of the bus bar with a transparent heating 
element for supporting even heating of an irregular - shaped 
eye - shield , or customized heating of such an eye - shield , 
with a transparent film ( such as ITO ) , or carbon - nano - wire , 
heating element affixed , or otherwise attached , to cover a 
lens surface , together with a less - costly - to - manufacture 
clamping , or other mechanized or other engaging , system for 
holding portions of the bus bar against the heating element 
while allowing other portions of the bus bar to be out of 
contact with the heating element , for applying a specific 
heating pattern to the eye - shield to prevent hot spots , or to 
otherwise provide customized heating , has not been taught 
in the prior art . 
[ 0017 ] U . S . Pat . No . 5 , 471 , 036 to Sperbeck for Goggle 
Defogging System with Transparent Indium - Tin - Oxide 
Heating Layer Disposed on a Lens provides recognition of 
the problem of uneven heating of a thin - filmed heating 
element on a goggle lens over the bridge of a user ' s nose , 
and other areas , and provides that “ the ITO coating includes 
an interior heating zone ( 33 ) that is electrically isolated form 
the edge of the inside layer . ” Further , Sperbeck provides , 
“ the region ( 48 ) where the bus bars cross the nose area ( 41 ) 
of the goggle lens is isolated from the interior heating zone 
( 33 ) . ” Sperbeck further provides : “ As a result , the bus bar 
only contacts the interior heating zone along the top of the 
goggle lens and along the bottom of the eye regions ( 37 ) of 
the goggle lens located on either side of the nose area ( 41 ) . ” 
However , Sperbeck does not teach use of a bus bar inter 
connection system having a physically - altered structure or 
configuration bus bar ( as by crimping , bending , serpentin 
ing , adhering , augmenting or the like ) specifically for the 
purpose of allowing partial contact of the bus bar with a 
transparent heating element for supporting even heating of 
an irregular - shaped eye - shield , or customized heating of 
such an eye - shield , with a transparent film ( such as ITO ) , or 
carbon - nano - wire , heating element affixed , or otherwise 
attached to cover a lens surface , together with a less - costly 
to - manufacture clamping , or other mechanized or other 
engaging , system , wherein specific pattern heating applying 
a specific heating pattern to the eye - shield to prevent hot 
sports , or to otherwise provide customized heating , is 
accomplished by such a clamping , or other mechanized or 
other engaging system for holding the diverted physically 
altered portions of the bus bar against the heating element 
while allowing other non - diverted physically - altered por 
tions of the bus bar to be thereby allowed to be out of contact 
with the heating element . 
[ 0018 ] Rather , the bus bars of Sperbeck , make a uniform , 
smooth - transition path across the path of the lens , and they 
are not taught to be used in conjunction with a clamping , or 
other engaging peripheral member , for holding only diverted 
portions of the bus bar against the ITO . Rather , Sperbeck 
teaches that “ The interior heating zone of the ITO coating 
can be electrically isolated by scoring a groove around the 
periphery of the ITO coating . Alternatively , acid etching can 
be used to remove a peripheral part of the ITO coating . ” Still 

further , rather , Sperbeck makes use of a prior art , silver ink 
priming , method of making contact between the ITO coating 
and the bus bars , stating : “ Multiple layers of silver are 
primed atop the ITO coating . . . . ” Similar to the concept of 
riveting the bus bar to the eye - shield substrate , Sperbeck 
makes use of a tab 43 and connector 46 for interconnecting 
the bus bar , leads from the battery , and the ITO on the 
eye - shield substrate . 
100191 In U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 040 , 683 
( now U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 210 , 737 ) , for Multiregion Heated Eye 
Shield , to Cornelius , there is provided an anti - fog eye - shield 
having an apportioned thin resistive - film heating element on 
the eye - shield to enable even heating of the lens , or other 
custom heating of the lens , for use in an anti - fog goggle , an 
anti - fog dive mask or other portable transparent anti - fog 
eye - protecting shield . In that application and patent , there is 
taught apportioning of the heating element on the eye - shield 
with either a split bus bar for each apportioned heating area , 
or a single bus bar for multiple apportioned heating areas , 
but an altered structure or configuration bus bar presenting 
partial connection surface areas according to protruding , or 
otherwise extended , contact areas , together with a less 
costly - to - manufacture clamping , or other engaging , system 
for holding portions of the bus bar against the heating 
element while allowing other portions of the bus bar to be 
out of contact with the heating element , for applying a 
specific heating pattern to the eye - shield to prevent hot 
spots , or to otherwise provide customized heating , is not 
taught in Cornelius . 
[ 0020 ] Referring to FIGS . 2 - 4 , a series of general sche 
matic representations of current flow paths is provided and 
described as background for further description and under 
standing of the invention and its operation . Referring now 
specifically to FIG . 2 , there is shown a schematic represen 
tation of current 204 flowing through a rectangular eye 
shield 200 having a thin film - heating element 208 attached 
to a layered lens 202 with an upper bus bar 210 affixed to the 
entire upper length of the layered lens 202 , and a lower bus 
bar 212 affixed to the entire lower length of the layered lens 
202 . A battery power source 214 with positive terminal 216 
and negative terminal 218 connects to the upper bus bar 210 
and lower bus bar 212 , using a rivet 224 , through a positive 
circuit wire 220 and a negative circuit wire 222 . 
[ 0021 ] If the bus bars 210 , 212 are uniformly distributed 
along the entire upper peripheral length and lower peripheral 
length of the layered lens 202 , and a thin - film heating 
element 208 is also uniformly applied to the surface of the 
layered lens 202 , current 204 will flow uniformly through 
the thin - film heating element 208 to evenly heat the layered 
lens 202 . With a perfect application of the thin - film heating 
element 208 and bus bars 210 , 212 , the surface of the layered 
lens will avoid hot spots . However , uniform application is 
difficult and expensive to achieve . Additionally , a perfectly 
rectangular eye - shield 200 is impractical because the human 
face is not flat and rectangular , but is instead curved and 
intricate . 
[ 0022 ] Referring to FIG . 3 , there is shown another sche 
matic representation of current 304 , 306 flowing through a 
transparent thin - film heating element 308 of a rectangular 
eye - shield 300 having a layered lens 302 . There is further 
shown an upper bus bar 310 affixed to a portion less than the 
entire upper length of the layered lens 302 with gaps or 
cutouts on both sides of the upper layered lens 302 , and a 
lower bus bar 312 affixed to a portion less than the entire 
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lower length of the layered lens 302 located directly oppo 
site of the upper bus bar 310 , with gaps or cutouts on both 
sides of the lower bus bar 312 . A battery power source 314 
with positive terminal 316 and negative terminal 318 con - 
nects to the upper bus bar 310 and lower bus bar 312 through 
a positive circuit wire 320 and a negative circuit wire 322 . 
[ 0023 ] Because upper bus bar 310 and lower bus bar 312 
do not occupy the entire upper and lower lengths of the 
layered lens 302 , currents 304 , 306 do not uniformly flow 
across the layered lens 302 . Instead of flowing uniformly 
across layered lens 302 , current 306 bows out into areas of 
less direct paths creating heating that is not uniform . A warm 
spot forms in the middle of layered lens 302 where current 
304 flows directly , in the shortest path , between upper bus 
bar 310 and lower bus bar 312 . Alternatively , less warm 
spots form around the outer periphery areas of the eye - shield 
300 where current 306 bows out into areas of less direct 
paths , creating uneven heating . Such uneven heating is 
undesirable in an eye - shield when dissipating fog or con 
densation because while the warm spot dissipates fog , the 
less warm spots might not dissipate fog , leaving a user or 
wearer of the eye - shield 300 with restricted vision . Alter 
natively , if enough power and current is supplied to the 
eye - shield 300 in order to dissipate all fog across the entire 
surface of the eye - shield 300 , a hot spot will form where 
current 304 flows directly between bus bars 310 , 312 , using 
unnecessary and excessive amounts of power from battery 
314 , lessening the total time a user or wearer can use 
eye - shield 300 . 
[ 0024 ] Referring to FIG . 4 , there is shown a schematic 
representation of current 404 , 406 flowing through a trans 
parent thin - film heating element 408 of a rectangular eye 
shield 400 . The rectangular eye - shield 400 comprises a 
transparent thin - film heating element 408 attached to a 
layered lens 402 with two upper bus bars 410A , 410B 
spaced apart and affixed to a portion less than the entire 
peripheral upper length of the layered lens 402 with a gap 
412 separating the two upper bus bars 410A , 410B , and a 
lower bus bar 414 affixed to a portion less than the entire 
peripheral lower length of the layered lens 402 , with gaps or 
cutouts on both sides of the lower bus bar 414 , positioned 
such that the lower bus bar 414 is offset laterally and directly 
across from the gap 412 separating the two upper bus bars 
410A , 410B . A battery power source 416 with positive 
terminal 418 and negative terminal 420 connects to the 
upper bus bars 410A , 410B and lower bus bar 414 through 
a positive circuit wire 422 and a negative circuit wire 424 , 
supplying power to upper bus bars 410A , 410B , lower bus 
bar 414 , and the transparent thin - film heating element 408 . 
[ 0025 ] Because upper bus bars 410A , 410B and lower bus 
bar 414 do not occupy the entire upper and lower lengths of 
the layered lens 402 , and a gap 412 separates bus bars 410A 
and 410B , currents 404 , 406 do not uniformly flow across 
the layered lens 402 . Instead of flowing uniformly across 
layered lens 402 , currents 404 , 406 are skewed , flowing 
diagonally across layered lens 402 from upper bus bars 
410A , 410B to lower bus bar 414 . Current will mostly flow 
in straight , direct paths with a higher concentration flowing 
over the shortest path , however additional current will bow 
out into areas of less direct paths creating heating that is not 
uniform . Warm spots form on layered lens 402 where 
currents 404 406 flows directly , in the shortest paths , 
between upper bus bars 410A , 410B and lower bus bar 414 . 
Alternatively , less warm spots form around the outer periph - 

ery areas of the eye - shield 300 , and near gap 412 , where 
currents 404 , 406 bow out into areas of less direct paths , or 
where the distance traveled by the currents 404 , 406 is 
longer , creating uneven heating . Such uneven heating in this 
manner is also undesirable in an eye - shield when dissipating 
fog or condensation because while the warm spots dissipate 
fog , the less warm spots might not dissipate fog , leaving a 
user or wearer of the eye - shield 400 with restricted vision . 
Alternatively , if enough power and current is supplied to the 
eye - shield 400 in order to dissipate all fog across the entire 
surface of the eye - shield 400 , hot spots will form where 
currents 404 , 406 flow directly between upper bus bars 
410A , 410B and lower bus bar 412 , using unnecessary and 
excessive amounts of power from battery 414 , lessening the 
total time a user or wearer can use the eye - shield 400 . 
[ 0026 ] While the above descriptions of current flow 
through a transparent heating element may have conse 
quences resulting in wasted power and uneven heating if 
misapplied or misunderstood , intentional use of patterned 
heating from a bus bar may be advantageously used to tune 
heating to be more efficient and customized as further 
described herein . 
[ 0027 ] Referring to FIG . 5 , there is shown a graphical 
representation front view of a prior , irregular - shaped eye 
shield 500 comprising a thin - film heating element 504 
attached to a layered lens 502 , an upper bus bar 506 attached 
to the peripheral upper length of the layered lens 502 , and a 
lower bus bar 508 attached to the peripheral lower length of 
the layered lens 502 . A battery power source 510 with a 
positive terminal 512 and negative terminal 514 connects to 
the upper bus bar 506 and lower bus bar 508 through a 
positive circuit wire 516 and a negative circuit wire 518 
attached to the upper bus bar 506 and lower bus bar 508 
using rivets 520 , supplying power to upper bus bar 506 , 
lower bus bar 508 , and the thin - film heating element 504 . 
10028 ] An irregular shape of an eye - shield 500 is neces 
sary in order to fit the unique curvature and shape of a user ' s 
face . However , because of the irregular shape of eye - shield 
500 , current supplied by the battery power source 510 will 
not uniformly flow across the layered lens 502 . Instead of 
flowing uniformly across layered lens 502 , current will try 
to flow from upper bus bar 506 to lower bus bar 508 through 
thin - film heating element 504 in the shortest , most direct 
path . Because of the irregular shape of layered lens 502 , the 
shortest , most direct path occurs in region B 522 above the 
nose cut - out portion of eye - shield 500 , resulting in a warm 
spot in region B 522 above the nose cut - out . Alternatively , 
less warm spots form around the outer periphery areas of the 
eye - shield 500 in regions A and C 524 , 526 , respectively , 
where current flows in a longer , or less direct , path from 
upper bus bar 506 to lower bus bar 508 , creating uneven 
heating of eye - shield 500 . Such uneven heating is undesir 
able in an eye - shield when dissipating fog or condensation 
because while the warm in region B 522 dissipates fog , the 
less warm spots in regions A and C 524 526 might not 
dissipate fog , leaving a user or wearer of the eye - shield 500 
with restricted vision through regions A and C 524 , 526 , 
respectively . Alternatively , if enough power and current is 
supplied to the eye - shield 500 in order to dissipate all fog 
across the entire surface of the eye - shield 500 in regions A , 
B and C 524 , 522 , 526 , respectively , a hot spot will form 
above the nose cut - out of eye - shield 500 where current flows 
in the shortest , most direct path between upper bus bar 506 
and lower bus bar 508 . In this way , unnecessary and exces 
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sive amounts of power from battery 510 are used , lessening 
the total time a user or wearer can use eye - shield 500 to 
dissipate fog . 
[ 0029 ] Referring to FIG . 6 , there is shown a graphical 
representation front view of a prior , split - bus - bar , irregular 
shaped eye - shield 600 comprising a thin - film heating ele 
ment 604 attached to a layered lens 602 , an upper bus bar 
606 , made by painting silver ink onto the layered lens 602 , 
attached to the peripheral upper length of the layered lens 
602 , and two lower , split , bus bars 608a , 608b , also made by 
painting silver ink onto the layered lens 602 , attached to the 
peripheral lower length of the layered lens 602 and spaced 
such that there is a gap between them situated at a nose 
cut - out portion of eye - shield 600 . A battery power source 
610 with a positive terminal 612 and negative terminal 614 
connects to the upper bus bar 606 and lower bus bars 608a , 
6086 through a positive circuit wire 616 and a split negative 
circuit wire 618 attached to the upper bus bar 606 and lower 
bus bars 608a , 608b , using rivets 620 , supplying power to 
upper bus bar 606 and the lower bus bars 608a , 608b . 
[ 0030 ] The irregular shape of eye - shield 600 is necessary 
in order to fit the unique curvature and shape of a user ' s face . 
Similarly to that described above in connection with FIG . 5 , 
without the region between bus bars 608a , 608b , current 
supplied by the battery power source 610 would not uni 
formly flow across the layered lens 602 . Instead of flowing 
uniformly across layered lens 602 , current would flow more 
in the center of the lens where the path is the shortest and 
most direct , thus causing a hot spot in the center of the 
layered lens 602 . 
[ 0031 ] However , the configuration of bus bars 606 , 608a , 
608b on the eye - shield , where a silver ink upper bus bar 606 
is painted along the entire upper periphery edge of layered 
lens 602 , and where two lower bus bars 608a , 608b are 
painted along the lower periphery edge of the layered lens , 
such that there is a gap at the nose cut - out portion of 
eye - shield 600 , creating a more uniform and customized 
heating of the eye - shield 600 than did previously described 
eye - shield 500 . Eye - shield 600 does not , however , create an 
ideal situation to uniformly heat layered lens 602 while still 
conserving power since the bus bars are painted over larger 
areas in a time - consuming , expensive process , and further , 
eye - shield 600 may be more bulky and cumbersome , need 
ing multiple bus bars and circuit wires to function properly . 
[ 0032 ] Referring to FIG . 7 , there is shown a graphical 
representation front view of a prior , irregular - shaped eye 
shield 700 comprising a thin - film heating element 704 
attached to a layered lens 702 . An upper bus bar 706 is 
attached to the peripheral upper length of the layered lens 
702 , and a lower bus bar 708 is attached to the peripheral 
lower length of the layered lens 702 . The eye - shield 700 
overcomes the limitations of the split bus bar system of 
eye - shield 600 by providing a slit 703 between lower bus bar 
708 and the thin - film heating element 704 , such that there is 
no contact between the lower bus bar 708 and the thin - film 
heating element 704 on the layered lens 702 at a location just 
above the cutout portion of the eye - shield adapted for resting 
above the bridge of a user ' s nose . The slit 703 is typically 
formed by etching , or otherwise cutting , the transparent 
heating material away from the location of the lens where 
the bus bar has been applied . A battery power source 710 
with a positive terminal 712 and negative terminal 714 
connects via the positive terminal to the upper bus bar 706 
through a positive circuit wire 716 , and connects via the 

negative terminal to the lower bus bar 708 through a 
negative circuit wire 718 . The upper bus bar 706 and lower 
bus bar 708 are attached to the heating element 704 and lens 
substrate 702 using rivets 720 for supplying power to the 
upper bus bar 706 and the lower bus bar 708 . 
[ 0033 ] As described previously for eye - shield 600 , the 
irregular shape of eye - shield 700 is necessary in order to fit 
the unique curvature and shape of a user ' s face . However , 
because of the irregular shape of eye - shield 700 , current 
supplied by a battery power source 710 would not uniformly 
flow across the layered lens 702 . However , this configura 
tion of bus bars on an eye - shield , similar to that of eye - shield 
600 , where upper bus bar 706 is along the entire upper 
periphery edge of layered lens 702 and lower bus bar 708 is 
situated such that there are two contact areas of bus bar 708 
with thin - film heating element 708 separated by a slit at the 
nose cut - out portion of the eye - shield 700 , has created a 
more uniform and customized heating of the eye - shield 700 
than did previously described eye - shield 500 , and similarly 
has heated as did eye - shield 600 . Like eye - shield 600 , 
however , eye - shield 700 has not created an ideal situation to 
provide customized , efficient , uniformly applied heat to 
layered lens 702 while still conserving power . 
[ 0034 ] Referring to FIG . 8A , there is shown a graphical 
representation front view of a smaller , conceptual circular 
eye - shield 800 , with slitting at 805 similar to that shown and 
described in connection with FIG . 7 , but instead as might be 
applied in a swim goggle . Conceptual eye - shield 800 com 
prises a thin - film heating element 804 attached to a layered 
lens 802 , an upper painted silver ink bus bar 806 attached to 
the peripheral upper length of the layered lens 802 , and a 
lower painted silver ink bus bar 808 attached to the periph 
eral lower length of the layered lens 802 . Presumably , the 
battery power source 810 with a positive terminal 812 , and 
a negative terminal 814 , would connect to the bus bars via 
a positive circuit wire 816 to the upper bus bar 806 , and via 
a negative circuit wire 818 to the lower bus bar 808 using 
rivets 820 , however it can be seen that the use of such a 
connection method would be problematic with attempting to 
place a rivet , which would comprise leakage issues for a 
swim goggle , on such a small substrate surface . Thus , 
presumably , conceptually , power would be supplied through 
circuit wires 816 , 818 to the upper bus bar and the lower bus 
bar . 
[ 0035 ] Such a small , circular eye - shield 800 is desirable in 
a swim goggle because the user desires to achieve a sleek , 
aerodynamic profile while still protecting their eyes . 
Because of the small circular shape , current supplied by a 
battery power source 810 will not uniformly flow across the 
layered lens 802 , but will instead flow from upper bus bar 
806 to lower bus bar 808 through a thin - film heating element 
804 in the shortest , most direct path on the outer perimeter 
of the layered lens where the bus bars are closest together . 
Alternatively , a less warm spot will form in the center of the 
layered lens 802 where the distance between upper bus bar 
806 and lower bus bar 808 is greatest , creating uneven 
heating of the eye - shield 800 . Such uneven heating is 
undesirable in an eye - shield when dissipating fog or con 
densation because while the warm regions around the perim 
eter of the layered lens 802 dissipates fog , the less warm 
spots in the center region of the layered lens 802 might not 
dissipate fog , leaving a user with restricted vision . Alterna 
tively , if enough power and current is supplied to the 
eye - shield 800 in order to dissipate all potential fog across 
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to uniformly heat layered lens 852 while still conserving 
power . Eye - shield 850 is bulky and cumbersome because it 
requires multiple positive circuit wires and multiple negative 
circuit wires , each leading to upper bus bars 856a , 856b , 
856c and lower bus bars 858a , 8586 , 858c . Adding so many 
components would also require added expense and time to 
assemble and would detract from an otherwise needed sleek 
swim goggle design . 

SUMMARY 

the entire surface of the eye - shield 800 , hot spots will form 
in the regions around the perimeter of the layered lens 802 
where current flows in the shortest , most direct path between 
upper bus bar 806 and lower bus bar 808 , using unnecessary 
and excessive amounts of power from battery 810 and 
lessening the total time a user or wearer can use the 
eye - shield 800 to dissipate fog . The implementation of slits 
805 as shown is intended to resolve some of the aforemen 
tioned uneven heating problem , but overall is not considered 
an adequate solution . 
[ 0036 ] Referring to FIG . 8B , there is shown an alternative 
conceptual embodiment of a graphical representation of a 
smaller circular eye - shield 850 , comprising a thin - film heat 
ing element 854 attached to a layered lens 852 . Layered lens 
852 has painted thereon three silver ink upper bus bars 856a , 
856b , 856c attached to the peripheral upper length of the 
layered lens 852 with gaps separating each of the upper bus 
bars in split - bus - bar fashion . Layered lens 852 also has 
painted thereon three lower bus bars 858a , 8586 , 858C 
attached to the peripheral lower length of the layered lens 
with gaps separating each of the lower bus bars in split - bus 
bar fashion . A battery power source 860 with a positive 
terminal 862 and negative terminal 864 connects via a split 
positive circuit wire 866 to the three upper bus bars 856a , 
856b , 856c , and the power source connects via a split 
negative circuit wire 868 to the three lower bus bars 858a , 
8586 , 858c . Attachment of the circuit wires and the bus bars 
would presumably be through rivets , however it can be 
readily seen that such would present design and connection 
problems , not to mention a leakage point for swim goggles , 
for so many rivets required on such a small substrate surface . 
[ 0037 ] Just as described previously for eye - shield 800 , a 
small , circular eye - shield 850 is necessary in a swim goggle 
because the user desires to achieve a sleek , aerodynamic 
profile while still protecting their eyes . Because of the small 
circular shape , current supplied by a battery power source 
860 will not uniformly flow across the layered lens 852 , but 
will instead flow from the upper bus bars 856a , 856b , 856c 
to lower bus bar 858a , 858b , 858c through a thin - film 
heating element 854 in the shortest , most direct path . Similar 
to eye - shield 800 , in the circular eye - shield 850 , the shortest , 
most direct path occurs near the outer perimeter of the 
layered lens 852 . Alternatively , a less warm spot will form 
in the center of the layered lens 852 , where the distance 
between upper bus bars 856b and lower bus bars 858b is 
greatest , creating uneven heating of the eye - shield 850 . Such 
uneven heating is undesirable in an eye - shield when dissi 
pating fog or condensation because while the warm regions 
near the perimeter of the layered lens 852 dissipates fog , the 
less warm spots in the center region of the layered lens 852 
might not dissipate fog , leaving a user with restricted vision . 
Alternatively , if enough power and current is supplied to the 
eye - shield 850 in order to dissipate all potential fog across 
the entire surface of the eye - shield , hot spots will form in the 
regions around the perimeter of the layered lens 852 where 
current flows in the shortest , most direct path between upper 
bus bars 856a , 856c and lower bus bars 858a , 858c , using 
unnecessary and excessive amounts of power from battery 
860 , lessening the total time a user or wearer can use the 
eye - shield 850 to dissipate fog . The gaps between upper bus 
bars 856a , 856b , 856c and lower bus bars 858a , 858 , 858c 
help to create a more uniform and customized heating of the 
eye - shield 850 than did previously described eye - shield 800 . 
Eye - shield 850 does not , however , create an ideal situation 

[ 0038 ] In accordance with an aspect of the invention , there 
is provided an embodiment of a bus bar electrical intercon 
nection system adapted for use with an irregularly - shaped 
eye - shield substrate and adapted for interconnection with 
leads from a battery to power a heating element affixed to the 
eye - shield to provide customized heating to the eye - shield 
heating element to prevent fogging of the eye - shield . The 
bus bar electrical interconnection system of this aspect of the 
invention comprises at least one bus bar , each bus bar 
comprising means adapted for interconnecting the bus bar 
with a lead from the battery , such as a rivet on or off of the 
eye - shield substrate , or other known means of electrical 
interconnection , each bus bar comprising at least one pro 
truding physical configuration alteration , or protrusion , such 
as by being crimped , bent , serpentine , or protruded , for 
providing at least one partial contact area , or surface , of the 
bus bars or bus bars . This embodiment of this aspect of the 
invention also comprises at least one peripheral member , or 
alternatively gluing with a conductive glue together with a 
frame member , securing interconnection of the partial con 
tact area of the bus bar , or bus bars , with the heating element 
and adapted for providing customized heating of the heating 
element depending upon the number of partial contact areas 
in contact with the heating element and the extent of contact 
by the partial contact area , or areas , with the heating element 
for preventing fogging of the eye - shield . As claimed , the bus 
bar electrical interconnection system of this aspect of the 
invention may also provide a plurality of bus bars and may 
further comprise a battery - powered eye - shield having a 
heating element thereon . That is , the system may comprise 
just the bus bar electrical interconnection system alone , or 
may also include the goggle and / or a battery for the goggle , 
as well as a strap to hold the goggle on a user ' s head or 
helmet . The battery of the battery - powered eye - shield is 
interconnected with the heating element via the bus bar , or 
bus bars , of the bus bar electrical interconnection system , 
and the system may further comprise one or more painted 
silver ink contact pads located on the heating element , each 
painted contact pad thus being interposed between at least 
one of the partial contact areas of the bus bars and the 
heating element as combined . 
10039 ] The bus bar interconnection system of this aspect 
of the invention provides custom heating in that a pattern of 
contact between the bus bar and the heating element may be 
established that , for example , uses less power because the 
contacts are uniformly interspersed around the periphery of 
the eye - shield substrate by uniform spaces between succes 
sive protruding portions , as well as between successive 
receding portions , of the bus bar , or bus bars . Alternatively , 
those portions of the bus bars that are closest to each other , 
such as at the cut - out portion of the eye - shield substrate 
adapted to be positioned directly above a bridge of the user ' s 
nose , a nose - bridge portion , when a goggle is worn , or at the 
furthest extents of the bus bars in the case of opposing 
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( upper and lower , or at each side ) bus bars used in a circular 
configuration eye - shield lens substrate . Such custom heat 
ing , then , may provide for more uniform , even , heating of 
the heating element and the lens substrate . Alternatively , a 
custom heating profile may entail heating a left side of the 
goggle , a right side of the goggle , or some other portion of 
the goggle , without departing from the true scope and spirit 
of the invention as claimed . 
[ 0040 ] The bus bars of the bus bar interconnection system 
of this aspect of the invention each have a contacting surface 
for engaging the heating element of the eye - shield and an 
opposing non - contacting surface that is not for engaging the 
heating element of the eye - shield . In accordance with this 
aspect of the invention , the contacting surface for engaging 
the heating element of the eye - shield is further provided 
with a physical configuration alteration , such as a protrusion 
or recession in the bus bar or bus bars , such that only a 
portion of the contacting surface area is allowed to engage 
the heating element at certain pre - defined locations ( such as 
at either or both sides of the nose - bridge portion of the 
eye - shield while preventing contact of the bus bar , or bus 
bars , with the heating element of the eye - shield directly 
above the nose - bridge portion of the eye - shield ) , the portion 
being allowed to engage the heating element determining the 
amount of current to be supplied to the heating element , and 
at what locations , to provide a customized heating pattern to 
the eye - shield in accordance with the configuration of the 
bus bars and the contact engagement member , such as a 
peripheral member for allowing only certain portions of the 
bus bar to contact the heating element . 

[ 0041 ] Thus , for example , the contacting surface of each 
bus bar , or the bus bars , may be provided with different 
stepped levels so that only a plurality of the most protruding 
protrusions would contact the heating element , for example 
in a stepped configuration like separated stepping stones in 
a path , the contacting surface may be provided with a 
serpentine configuration such that only an inward most 
portion is able to contact the heating element . Thus , the 
partial contacting surface areas of the bus bar , or bus bars , 
and the clamping or engaging member , may be provided 
with teeth - like projections such that only a protruding por 
tion , or alternatively an inward most recessed portion , is able 
to contact the heating element . Or , alternatively , certain 
areas of a bus bar may be biased forward with springs by the 
clamping or engaging member , or other means such as by 
adhering a raised protruding portion to the bus bar , to 
protrude the contact surface of the bus bar onto the heating 
element . 

[ 0042 ] The means used to thus alter the physical configu 
ration of the bus bar to provide a partial contact portion of 
the contact surface area of the bus bar may either provide a 
uniformly stepped partial contact surface area pattern , a 
randomly partial contact surface area pattern , or a specifi 
cally targeted partial contact surface area pattern ( such as on 
either side of the cut - out portion of the substrate adapted for 
resting on the bridge of a user ' s nose to thus avoid a hot spot 
directly above such cut - out portion ) . Through experimenta - 
tion , the user is enabled to select an optimum desired pattern 
to achieve the customized heating pattern desired for a 
particularly shaped eye - shield . Thus , the physical configu - 
ration alteration of the bus bar may be accomplished by 
special serpentine or tooth - type design ( i . e . , a design that is 
more planar in configuration ) , bending of the bus bar to 

create “ hills ” and “ valleys ” on the bus bar , or crimping the 
bus bar to create high areas and low areas on the bus bar . 
[ 0043 ] Thus , the system of this aspect of the invention 
makes use of a bus bar interconnection system having a 
physically - altered structure or configuration bus bar allow 
ing partial contact of the bus bar with a transparent heating 
element , or painted contact pads , for example using silver 
ink paint , for creating an enhanced and more robust contact 
( that is resistant to scratching and wear ) and supporting even 
heating of an irregular - shaped eye - shield , or customized 
heating of such an eye - shield , with a transparent film ( such 
as ITO ) , or carbon - nano - wire , heating element affixed , or 
otherwise attached to cover a lens surface . Such a system 
further preferably comprises a less - costly - to - manufacture 
clamping , or other mechanized or other engaging , system , or 
alternatively gluing with a conductive glue together with a 
frame member , for holding portions of the bus bar , or bus 
bars , against the heating element while allowing other 
portions of the bus bar to be out of contact with the heating 
element , for applying a specific heating pattern to the 
eye - shield to prevent hot spots , or to otherwise provide 
customized , or evenly applied , heating , despite an irregular 
shape of the eye - shield . 
[ 0044 ] This aspect of the invention allows for an eye 
shield bus bar interconnection system that is readily capable 
of quicker and easier installation , build after build , eye 
shield after eye - shield , with labor being minimized , by 
creating a system for snapping together a bus bar intercon 
nection system , for example retained in a gasket mount , and 
an eye - shield substrate having deposited thereon a resistive 
heating element and minimal painted silver ink contact pads 
where necessary . This in turn may avoid some of the 
expensive , exacting and labor - intensive step of having to 
paint large bus bars onto the lens substrate over an edge of 
the heating element followed by fastening a rivet and contact 
through the bus bar , heating element and lens substrate , 
replacing it with a simple snap - together structure for later 
interconnection during a manufacturing process to leads 
from a battery . This , in turn , saves costs and provides a more 
reliable connection system that may be customized to pre 
vent hot spots over the nose area and / or to tune the amount 
of current to be supplied for heating to thus maximize 
battery life and time - in - use capacity . 
[ 0045 ] In accordance with an embodiment of this aspect of 
the invention , the plurality of bus bars of the bus bar 
electrical interconnection system of the invention comprises 
at least one upper bus bar and at least one lower bus bar , 
wherein the lower bus bar comprises a protruding configu 
ration alteration so as to be adapted for preventing contact of 
the bus bar with the heating element of the eye - shield above 
a nose cut - out of the eye - shield . 
10046 ] . Further , the bus bar electrical interconnection sys 
tem may further comprise one of said bars comprising a 
plurality of protruding configuration alterations so as to 
create a stepped partial contact surface area , whether uni 
form or non - uniform , so as to be adapted for providing a 
customized amount of power to be supplied to the heating 
element of the eye - shield in accordance with , and depending 
upon , the number , extent and location of bus bar protrusions 
( or conversely recessed areas ) allowed to come in contact 
with the heating element by the clamping , engaging or 
retaining member . This embodiment of the invention may be 
used to control the amount of power used by the system or 
to otherwise customize heating of the eye - shield . 
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second interconnecting means . The second interconnection 
of the eye - shield bus bar interconnection system preferably 
comprises a peripheral clamping member , or other periph 
eral channel member , for ensuring interconnection of only 
the partial contact area of the bus bars with the heating 
element . Further , there is provided in accordance with this 
aspect of the invention , a head strap , eye - glass temples or 
other means ( such as a safety suit ) , for holding the eye 
shield on a user ' s face . 
[ 0051 ] Thus , in accordance with this aspect of the inven 
tion , use is provided in an eye - shield of a bus bar intercon 
nection system having a physically - altered structure or con 
figuration bus bar allowing partial contact of the bus bar with 
a transparent heating element for supporting even heating of 
an irregular - shaped eye - shield , or customized heating of 
such an eye - shield , with a transparent film ( such as ITO ) , or 
carbon - nano - wire , heating element affixed , or otherwise 
attached to cover a lens surface , together with a less - costly 
to - manufacture clamping , or other mechanized or other 
engaging , system for holding portions of the bus bar against 
the heating element while allowing other portions of the bus 
bar to be out of contact with the heating element , for 
applying a specific heating pattern to the eye - shield to 
prevent hot spots , or to otherwise provide customized heat 
ing . 

[ 0047 ] In accordance with another aspect and embodiment 
of the invention , the bus bar electrical interconnection 
system bus bars are adapted for interconnection with leads 
from the battery at a location apart from the eye - shield . 
Since a more substantial bus bar is able to be used , more 
substantial than a silver ink painted bus bar , with this aspect 
of the invention it becomes more possible to interconnect the 
leads of the battery directly to the bus bar itself , without 
having to so interconnect these elements by riveting them 
both to the lens substrate . Such riveting weakens the integ 
rity of the substrate which may crack upon flexion around 
the rivet hole in the substrate . Riveting , clamping , or screw 
ing may nevertheless be advantageously used in connection 
with this aspect of the invention to interconnect the bus bar , 
at a location apart from the eye - shield substrate , with a lead 
from the battery . 
[ 0048 ] In accordance with these and other aspects of the 
invention described herein , the means for retaining the bus 
bars in partial contact with the heating element of the 
eye - shield may comprise a peripheral channel member , 
made either of a sturdy and preferably rigid conductive 
material or a non - conductive material , extending around all 
or part of the periphery of the eye - shield . In the case where 
the peripheral member extends around the all of the periph 
ery of the eye - shield , it preferably comprises a continuous 
block - U - shaped channel in cross section . The channel mem 
ber serves to hold the eye - shield substrate having an affixed 
heating element coating thereon in contact with those por 
tions of the bus bars protruding so as to be accessible to the 
heating element . This may be accomplished with corre 
sponding protrusions on the clamping member itself corre 
sponding with lateral non - planar protrusions ( hills or val 
leys ) on the bus bar , or aligned with the substrate , heating 
element and planar serpentine portions of the bus bars in 
such a way as to hold just the planar protrusions overlapping 
the heating element in contact with the heating element . 
[ 0049 ] The bus bar electrical interconnection systems of 
these aspects of the invention may be adapted for use in a 
snow goggle , a swim goggle , glasses , a motorcycle helmet 
face shield , a medical face shield , a ballistic - grade goggle or 
glasses , a portable goggle - type virtual reality system and / or 
a portable goggle - type augmented reality system . 
[ 0050 ] In connection with another aspect and embodiment 
of the invention , there is provided an eye - shield adapted for 
use with a battery to provide heating to prevent fogging 
while avoiding hot spots on the eye - shield , comprising : an 
eye - shield substrate having an outer periphery and adapted 
for protecting a user ' s eyes and adapted for defining at least 
a partially enclosed space between the user ' s eyes and the 
eye - shield , a heating element on or otherwise adjacent the 
eye - shield , and an interconnection system comprising a 
plurality of bus bars having a plurality of protrusions there 
on providing a plurality of partial contact areas on the bus 
bars , a first interconnection adapted for interconnecting 
between the leads of the battery and the bus bars , and a 
second interconnection between the bus bars and the heating 
element on the eye - shield . The interconnection system is 
adapted for providing customized heating for the eye - shield 
depending upon the location , number , and extent of protru 
sions and partial contact areas , of at least one protruding 
configuration alteration , of the bus bars , coming in contact 
with the heating element and providing a partial contact area 
between the bus bars and the heating element upon inter 
connection of the bus bars and the heating element by the 

[ 0052 ] In the first embodiment of this aspect of the inven 
tion , the bus bars may be attached to the substrate , as with 
adhesive , rivet or otherwise , or alternatively the bus bars 
may be secured in interconnecting relationship with the 
heating element of the eye - shield substrate with a peripheral 
clamping type member which would serve to hold the 
system together and provide that only those portions of the 
bus bar that have been physically altered so as to be able to 
make contact with the heating element actually remain in 
contact with the heating element . The bus bars may contact 
the heating element by way of a painted - on contact region , 
pad , or pads , as would be the case with a silver ink 
painted - on bus bar , located strategically around and adjacent 
the outer periphery of the eye - shield , at least one of the 
painted contact pads being in contact with at least one of the 
bus bars and interposed between the plurality of protrusions 
and partial contact areas of the bus bars . 
[ 0053 ] In another embodiment of this aspect of the inven 
tion , the bus bars are interconnected with leads from the 
battery by way of a direct clip , screwed - on bracket , rivet or 
other known method , but attached at a location apart from 
the eye - shield substrate . 
[ 0054 ] In accordance with this aspect of the invention , the 
plurality of bus bars comprises at least one upper bus bar and 
at least one lower bus bar , wherein at least one of the at least 
one lower bus bar comprises at least one protrusion , also 
known as a protruding configuration alteration , creating a 
partial contact area for the at least one of the at least one 
lower bus bar so as to be adapted for allowing contact of the 
at least one lower bus bar heating element at either side of 
a nose - bridge portion of the eye shield while preventing 
contact of the bus bar with the heating element of the 
eye - shield directly above the nose - bridge , or other nose 
cut - out , portion of the eye - shield substrate . That is , for 
example , on either side of the nose cut - out , or nose - bridge , 
portion of the eye - shield substrate , the bus bar may be 
allowed to contact the heating element by combined use of 
the physically altered structure or configuration of the bus 
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bar and the peripheral member ( or conductive gluing ) . In 
this way , hot spots over the bridge of the nose cut - out portion 
are avoided . 
[ 0055 ] Still further , in accordance with this aspect of the 
invention , the upper bus bar comprises a plurality of pro 
truding configuration alterations , or protrusions , for provid 
ing a partial contact surface area of the bus bars , which may 
be stepped or evenly dispersed along an outer periphery of 
the heating element on the eye - shield substrate , customizing 
the amount and location of application of power to be 
supplied to the heating element of the eye - shield . This 
embodiment and feature allows the eye - shield to be fine 
tuned as to the amount of power to be delivered to , and to 
what locations on , the heating element of the eye - shield 
substrate to minimize wasted battery power . Still further the 
eye shield of this aspect of the invention may further 
comprise a plurality of painted contact pads located on the 
heating element , the contact pads being interposed between 
the heating element and corresponding location protrusions 
and partial contact areas of the upper and lower bus bars . 
Such bus bar and contact pad interconnection allows for 
lessened losses through a silver ink contact pad as power is 
distributed to key locations around the periphery of the 
eye - shield for contact with the contact pads using higher 
conductivity bus bars , such as with a copper bus bar . 
[ 0056 ] The eye - shield of this aspect of the invention may 
be adapted for use in either a snow goggle , a swim goggle , 
a motorcycle helmet face shield , a medical face shield , an 
industrial mechanics face shield ( i . e . , for automotive , weld 
ing or other purposes ) , a ballistic eye - protection eye - shield , 
a portable goggle - type virtual reality system and / or a por 
table goggle - type augmented - reality system . 
[ 0057 ] In another embodiment of this aspect of the inven 
tion , there is provided a battery - powered eye - shield adapted 
for preventing fogging of the eye - shield comprising : an 
irregularly - shaped eye - shield substrate having an outer 
periphery , a nose cut - out , or nose - bridge , portion , an inner 
surface , and an outer surface ; a heating element affixed 
substantially over an entire portion of the eye - shield sub 
strate ' s inner surface ; a battery with leads for supplying 
power to heat the heating element to prevent fogging of the 
eye - shield ' s substrate ; and an interconnection system com 
prising a plurality of bus bars , wherein each bus bar is 
interconnected with a lead from the battery , and wherein 
each bus bar is interconnected with the heating element on 
the eye - shield , at least one of the bus bars having at least one 
recession form therein so as to form at least one correspond 
ing a partial contact surface area for allowing contact of the 
at least one bus bar with the heating element for providing 
customized heating for the eye - shield based upon the num 
ber , extent , and location of the at least one corresponding 
partial contact area contacting the heating element by a 
peripheral interconnecting member or alternatively by con - 
ductive gluing together with a frame member . Alternatively , 
preferably , the battery - powered eye - shield of this aspect of 
the invention further comprises at least one painted contact 
pad located on the heating element the contact pads being 
interposed between at least one of the partial contact areas 
of the bus bars and the heating element . Such bus bar and 
contact pad configurations allow for a more robust and 
enhanced contact between the battery and the heating ele 
ment , while minimizing possible damage to the heating 
element , and while providing for an efficient disbursement 
of power around the periphery of the eye - shield with mini 

mal losses in the circuitry . Further , such a system reduces the 
cost of manufacturing and assembly of the eye shield . 
[ 0058 ] In the battery - powered eye - shield of this embodi 
ment of this aspect of the invention , the interconnection 
system comprises at least one upper bus bar and at least one 
lower bus bar , wherein the lower bus bar is bent to form at 
least one receding configuration alteration , or recession , 
such as an out - of - plane hill or valley , or such as a planar 
serpentine , or angular , configuration , so as to form at least 
one corresponding partial contact area for allowing contact 
of the at least one lower bus bar heating element for 
preventing contact of the at least one bus bar with the 
heating element of the eye - shield at a location directly above 
a nose cut - out nose - bridge area of the eye - shield , and 
wherein the interconnection system further comprises a 
peripheral channel member securing interconnection of the 
partial contact area of the bus bars with the heating element . 
[ 0059 ] Still further , in accordance with an embodiment of 
this aspect of the invention , there is provided a battery 
powered eye - shield wherein the interconnection system fur 
ther comprises at least one upper bus bar and a plurality of 
lower bus bars , and wherein the upper bus bar comprises a 
plurality of bends forming a plurality of receding configu 
ration alterations , for recessions , such as a plurality of hills , 
valleys , or serpentine portions , providing corresponding 
stepped partial contact surface areas for allowing contact of 
the at least one upper bus bar with the heating element for 
providing customized heating for the heating element of the 
eye - shield . 
[ 0060 ] Alternatively , in the battery - powered eye - shield of 
this aspect of the invention , the interconnection system may 
comprise an upper bus bar and a lower bus bar , wherein at 
least one protrusion is adhered to the upper bus bar or lower 
bus bar so as to be adapted to form a partial contact surface 
area of the bus bar with the heating element of the eye 
shield 
10061 ] Furthermore , in the battery powered eye - shield of 
this invention , the upper bus bar or lower bus bar may 
comprise a plurality of protrusions formed , or adhered 
thereon , forming a plurality of partial contact surface areas 
providing a stepped partial contact surface area providing a 
customized amount and location - specific application of 
power to the heating element of the eye - shield . 
10062 ] Still further , an embodiment of the battery - pow 
ered eye - shield of this aspect of the invention comprises an 
upper bus bar and a plurality of lower bus bars , wherein the 
bus bars each has a plurality of protrusions or recessions 
formed therein so as to form corresponding partial contact 
areas for allowing contact of the bus bars with the heating 
element , and further comprising at least one painted contact 
pad located strategically adjacent the outer periphery of the 
heating element , the at least one painted contact pad being 
interposed between the partial contact areas of the bus bars 
and the heating element so as to provide an enhanced contact 
and for customized location - specific power from the battery 
to the heating element via the bus bars . Alternatively , the 
upper bus bar and the lower bus bars of this embodiment of 
this aspect of the invention are interconnected with the 
heating element via the plurality of painted contact pads at 
strategic locations around the outer periphery of the eye 
shields to further provide even heating of the eye shield . 
[ 0063 ] These embodiments of this aspect of the invention 
provide an eye - shield that is less costly to manufacture and 
which is unique in being able to be heated evenly , or in 
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of the eye - shield adapted to be directly in front of the eyes 
of a user , the painted contact pad may be longer in order to 
allow greater , more dense power , heating of the eye - shield 
at that location . 
[ 0067 ] The subject matter of the present invention is 
particularly pointed out and distinctly claimed in the con 
cluding portion of this specification . However , both the 
organization and method of operation , together with further 
advantages and objects thereof , may best be understood by 
reference to the following descriptions taken in connection 
with accompanying drawings wherein like reference char 
acters refer to like elements . 

another customized fashion , because of a unique physical 
configuration alteration ( protrusions , recessions , bends , 
crimps , serpentines , etc . ) of the bus bar and it ' s resulting 
contact pattern on the periphery of the transparent heating 
element affixed to the eye - shield substrate . Such bus bars 
may either be affixed to the eye - shield substrate or otherwise 
ensured in its connection to the heating element on the 
eye - shield substrate with a peripheral member clamping , or 
otherwise retaining or holding , the bus bars onto the eye - 
shield heating element to allow only protruding , or other 
wise physically diverted , portions of the bus bar to be held 
in contact with the heating element . This , in turn , provides 
an eye - shield that is able to avoid hot spots , for example over 
the cut - out bridge of the eye - shield substrate adapted for 
resting on the nose of a user , and is also able to be 
customized in its power delivery to provide optimum heat 
ing and minimized battery power waste . 
[ 0064 ] In accordance with an aspect and embodiment of 
the invention , there are further provided at least one , and in 
other embodiments a plurality , of painted contact pads 
preferably located around the periphery of the heating 
element on the eye - shield . Thus , there are provided bus bar 
interconnection systems , an eye - shield adapted for heating 
using a battery , and also a battery - powered eye - shield , 
wherein the interconnection system of the bus bar intercon 
nection system comprises at least an upper bus bar and a 
lower bus bar , and in another embodiment an upper bus bar 
and a plurality of lower bus bars , wherein the bus bars each 
has a plurality of protrusions , or alternatively recessions , 
formed therein so as to form corresponding partial contact 
areas for allowing contact of the bus bars with the heating 
element of the eye - shield . 
100651 Such a system in accordance with this aspect and 
these embodiments of the invention further comprise at least 
one painted contact pad , or in an alternate embodiment a 
plurality of contact pads , located strategically adjacent and 
around the outer periphery of the heating element , the 
painted contact pads being interposed between the partial 
contact area , or areas , of the bus bars and the heating 
element so as to provide an enhanced contact area and for 
customized location - specific power from the battery to the 
heating element via the bus bars , to provide even heating of 
the heating element and to avoid hot spots on the eye - shield . 
[ 006 ] The enhanced painted contacts pads of this aspect 
of the invention may be provided via a silver ink painted 
contact pad or other painted or otherwise applied contact . In 
a silver ink painted contact pad embodiment , silver ink is 
painted onto the heating element so as to make contact with 
the heating element , the silver ink being more robust than 
the heating element material so as to avoid damage to the 
heating element by scratching from the bus bar . This in turn 
makes for a robust and durable contact , and contact is 
reinforced as in other embodiments of the invention with the 
use of a clamping , or otherwise engaging peripheral channel 
member securing interconnection of only the partial contact 
areas of the bus bars with the heating element . The painted 
contact pads of this aspect of the invention may be larger or 
smaller , depending upon the customization needs for heating 
of the particular area of the eye - shield lens and associated 
heating element . Thus , for example where less heat is 
required , as for example directly over the bridge of the nose 
of a goggle - shaped eye - shield , the painted contact pads may 
be smaller and just on either side of the nose - cut - out portion 
of the eye - shield , whereas directly underneath the location 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 1 is a partial cross - section view of a prior 
silver - ink bus bar electrical interconnection system for an 
eye - shield ; 
[ 0069 ] FIG . 2 is a schematic representation of current flow 
through a transparent heating element on a rectangular 
eye - shield having upper and lower bus bars across the entire 
eye - shield ; 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 3 is another schematic representation of cur 
rent flow through a transparent heating element on a rect 
angular eye - shield having central , symmetrically - opposed , 
partial upper and lower bus bars ; 
10071 ] FIG . 4 is yet another schematic representation of 
current flow through a transparent heating element on a 
rectangular eye - shield having two upper bus bars and a 
single offset lower bus bar ; 
10072 ) FIG . 5 is a graphic representation front view of a 
prior eye - shield having a silver - ink bus bar electrical inter 
connection system that is prone to a hot spot over the nose 
bridge portion of the eye - shield ; 
[ 0073 ] FIG . 6 is a graphic representation front view of 
another prior eye - shield having a silver - ink bus bar electrical 
interconnection system which attempts to avoid a hot spot 
on the eye - shield over the nose bridge portion of the 
eye - shield with a split bus bar system ; 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 7 is a graphic representation front view of yet 
another prior eye - shield having a silver - ink bus bar electrical 
interconnection system which attempts to avoid a hot spot 
on the eye - shield over the nose bridge portion of the 
eye - shield by slitting the ITO just above the nose bridge 
portion of the eye - shield ; 
[ 0075 ] FIG . Sa is a graphic representation front view of a 
smaller circular eye - shield having a prior silver - ink bus bar 
electrical interconnection system using ITO - slitting to pre 
vent overheating of portions of the eye - shield while pre 
venting fogging ; 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 8b is a graphic representation front view of a 
smaller circular eye - shield having an alternate prior silver 
ink bus bar electrical interconnection system using bus bar 
splitting to prevent overheating of portions of the eye - shield 
while preventing fogging ; 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 9 is a cross - section side view of part of an 
eye - shield embodiment shown in FIG . 11 of a bus bar 
electrical interconnection system in accordance with an 
aspect of the invention for customized heating to prevent hot 
spots and fogging of the eye - shield ; 
[ 0078 ] FIG . 10 is a cross - section view of part of an 
eye - shield embodiment shown in FIG . 11 of a bus bar 
electrical interconnection system in accordance with an 
aspect of the invention for customized efficient and tuned 
heating to prevent hot spots and fogging of the eye - shield ; 
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[ 0090 ] FIG . 22 is a graphic representation of an eye - shield 
bus bar electrical interconnection system in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention applied to a pair of ballistics - rated 
or other eye - glasses ; 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 23 is a graphic representation of an eye - shield 
bus bar electrical interconnection system in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention applied to a ballistics - rated 
goggle ; 
[ 0092 ] FIG . 24 is a graphical front view representation of 
an embodiment of an electrical interconnection system 
adapted for use in a portable , goggle - type , virtual - reality , or 
alternatively augmented - reality , system ; 
[ 0093 ] FIG . 25 is a graphic schematic representation of a 
front view of another alternate battery - powered eye - shield 
bus bar electrical interconnection system in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention , comprising bus bars which 
engage the heating element of an eye shield substrate via an 
alternative partial contact area configuration contacting 
painted silver ink contact pads on the heating element ; and 
[ 0094 ] FIG . 26 is a graphic schematic representation of a 
front view of yet another alternate battery - powered eye 
shield bus bar electrical interconnection system in accor 
dance with an aspect of the invention , comprising bus bars 
which engage the heating element of an eye shield substrate 
via another alternative partial contact area figuration con 
tacting another configuration of painted silver ink contact 
pads on the heating element . 

[ 0079 ] FIG . 11 is a graphic representation of a front view 
of part of an alternate bus bar electrical interconnection 
system in accordance with an aspect of the invention for 
customized efficient and tuned heating to avoid hot spots and 
prevent fogging of an eye - shield ; 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 12 is a graphic representation of a front view 
of an alternate bus bar electrical interconnection system in 
accordance with an aspect of the invention for customized 
efficient and tuned heating to prevent fogging and avoid hot 
spots on the eye - shield , wherein the interconnection 
between the battery and the bus bars does not require 
riveting of the bus bar to the eye - shield substrate ; 
[ 0081 ] FIG . 13 is another graphic representation of a 
section view of part of an alternative embodiment of an 
eye - shield bus bar electrical interconnection system in 
accordance with an aspect of the invention to make the 
eye - shield adapted for customized efficient and tuned heat 
ing to prevent hot spots while preventing fogging of the 
eye - shield ; 
[ 0082 ] FIG . 14 is a graphic representation of a front view 
of an alternate bus bar electrical interconnection system in 
accordance with an aspect of the invention for avoiding a hot 
spot over the nose - bridge cutout portion of the eye - shield , 
wherein the lower bus bar is bent , crimped , serpentined , or 
otherwise physically altered so as to have only the non 
diverted portions thereof retained in connection with a 
heating element ; 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 15 is a graphic schematic representation of a 
front view of another alternate bus bar electrical intercon 
nection system in accordance with an aspect of the invention 
for avoiding a hot spot over the nose - bridge cutout portion 
of the eye - shield , further comprising an upper bus bar 
having encroaching elements , or teeth - like projections , held 
partially in contact with a heating element on the eye - shield 
for tuning the amount and location of current to be applied 
to the eye - shield ; 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 16 is a graphic representation of a perspective 
view of a swimming goggle split lens eye - shield having an 
alternate embodiment bus bar electrical interconnection sys 
tem allowing tuning of the amount and location of current to 
be delivered while preventing hot spots and fogging of the 
eye - shield ; 
[ 0085 ] FIG . 17 is a graphic representation of a perspective 
view of an alternate swimming goggle split lens eye - shield 
having an alternate embodiment bus bar electrical intercon 
nection system allowing tuning of the amount and location 
of current to be delivered while preventing hot spots and 
fogging of the eye - shield ; 
[ 0086 ] FIG . 18 is a graphic representation of a front view 
of an alternate bus bar electrical interconnection system in 
accordance with an aspect of the invention for allowing 
tuning the amount and location of current to be applied to the 
eye - shield while avoiding hot spots and fogging of the 
eye - shield ; 
[ 0087 ] FIG . 19 is a graphic representation of an eye - shield 
bus bar electrical interconnection system in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention applied to a snow goggle ; 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 20 is a graphic representation of an eye - shield 
bus bar electrical interconnection system in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention applied to a medical eye - shield ; 
[ 0089 ] FIG . 21 is a graphic representation of an eye - shield 
bus bar electrical interconnection system in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention applied to a dive mask ; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0095 ] Referring to FIG . 9 , there is shown a cross - section 
side view , taken along line 9 - 9 of FIG . 11 , of a flattened 
embodiment of a bus bar electrical interconnection system 
on an eye - shield 900 in accordance with an aspect of the 
invention comprising a thin - film heating element 904 , such 
as of Indium - Tin - Oxide ( ITO ) , Carbon Nanowires , or other 
heating element attached to a polycarbonate , or other suit 
able material , lens 902 . An inner protective layer of poly 
ethylene terephthalate ( PET ) may be employed to cover the 
heating element to protect it from scratching . An upper bus 
bar is 906 attached ( as by gluing ) , or preferably clamped or 
otherwise retained , to the peripheral upper length of the 
polycarbonate lens 902 and connected to a positive lead wire 
912 . A lower bus bar 908 is attached ( by gluing ) , or 
preferably clamped or otherwise retained , to the peripheral 
lower length of the polycarbonate lens 902 and connected to 
a negative lead wire 914 , such that portions of the upper bus 
bar 906 and lower bus bar 908 interconnect with the thin 
film heating element 904 . Both upper bus bar 906 and lower 
bus bar 908 contain teeth - like contacts 916 protruding from 
them in order to create distinct contact areas with the 
thin - film heating element 904 . A retaining member 910 
made from plastic , rubber , or another suitable material , 
surrounds the furthest most peripheral edge of the polycar 
bonate lens 902 securing the thin - film heating element 904 , 
upper bus bar 906 , and lower bus bar 908 , and positive lead 
wire 912 and negative lead wire 914 ensuring interconnec 
tion of the partial contact surface area of the bus bars 906 , 
908 with the thin - film heating element 904 . The retaining 
member 910 preferably comprises a block - U - shaped chan 
nel for clamping around , or otherwise engaging in force - fit 
relationship , all or part of the peripheral edges of the bus 
bars 908 , 906 and the lens substrate 902 having the thin - film 
heating element 904 thereon , such that the bus bars are held 
in consistent contact with the heating element . 
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[ 009 ] In this embodiment , upper bus bar 906 and lower 
bus bar 908 may be customized by adding , subtracting , and 
changing sizes of the teeth - like contacts 916 protruding from 
them in order to create a greater contact area where more 
current is needed to heat the eye - shield 900 , or a reduced 
contact area where less current is needed to reduce heating 
of the eye - shield 900 . This embodiment and design is 
desirable because customizable heating will allow a user to 
dissipate fog on the polycarbonate lens 902 while still 
conserving battery power . Additionally , this embodiment is 
more desirable than previously - described conceptual 
embodiments because with a single positive lead wire 912 
going to a single upper bus bar 906 and a single negative 
lead wire going to a single lower bus bar 908 , it is less 
cumbersome , and cheaper and easier to manufacture , since 
the manual steps of painting larger silver ink bus bars 
overlapping onto a heating element and securing the lead 
wire directly to the silver ink bus bars with a rivet are 
eliminated . This embodiment is adaptable and customizable 
to any shape and contour of any eye - shield . 
[ 0097 ] Referring to FIG . 10 , there is shown a partial 
cross - section , taken along lines 10 - 10 of FIG . 11 , of a 
flattened embodiment of a bus bar electrical interconnection 
system on an eye - shield 1000 in accordance with an aspect 
of the invention comprising a thin - film heating element 1004 
attached to a polycarbonate , or other suitable material , lens 
1002 . A bus bar 1006 is attached to the length of the 
polycarbonate lens 1002 , and the bus bar contains teeth - like 
contacts 1012 protruding from them such that portions of the 
bus bar 1006 interconnect with the thin - film heating element 
1004 . A retaining member 1008 made from any suitable 
rigid material , whether non - conductive or conductive , sur 
rounds the furthest , most peripheral edge of the polycarbon 
ate lens 1002 , thin - film heating element 1004 , and bus bar 
1006 securing these items firmly together in a preferably 
block - U - shaped configuration as shown . The retaining 
member 1008 may have protruding portions corresponding 
with only those portions of the bus bar 1006 to make contact 
( i . e . , laterally raised inverted hills , or teeth 1012 ) with the 
heating element 1004 in such a way that only the portions of 
the bus bar that are raised make contact , whereas the 
portions of the bus bar that do not make contact i . e . , 
laterally retracted inverted valleys between the teeth 1012 ) 
are allowed to remain spaced apart from the heating element 
since the bus bar does not have a protruding portion in those 
areas . Further , the non - contact areas may be spaced apart 
from the heating element with a non - conductive spacer as 
shown at 1011 . A lead wire 1010 is connected to the bus bar 
1006 to supply power to the bus bar 1006 and thin - film 
heating element 1004 in order to heat the polycarbonate lens 
1002 to dissipate any fog or precipitation on the polycar 
bonate lens . 
[ 0098 ] In this embodiment , the bus bar 1006 may be 
customized by adding , subtracting , and changing sizes of the 
teeth - like contacts 1012 protruding from them in order to 
create a greater contact area where more current is needed to 
heat the eye - shield 1000 , and to reduce contact area where 
less current is needed to reduce heating of the eye - shield 
1000 . This embodiment and design is desirable because it 
allows for customizable heating without being bulky or 
cumbersome and will allow a user to dissipate fog on the 
polycarbonate lens 1002 while still conserving battery 
power . This embodiment is adaptable and customizable to 
any shape and contour of any eye - shield . 

[ 0099 ] Referring to FIG . 11 , there is shown a graphical 
representation of a front view of a bus bar electrical inter 
connection system on an irregular - shaped eye - shield 1100 in 
accordance with an aspect of the invention . The eye - shield 
comprises a polycarbonate lens 1102 having a thin - film 
heating element 1104 deposited thereon , and the bus bar 
electrical interconnection system comprises upper bus bar 
1106 and lower bus bar 1110 , each bus bar having a 
contacting side and a non - contacting side , each bus bar 
being crimped , bent , folded , built up , or otherwise manu 
factured in an altered structure or configuration to form 
protrusions and recessions such that each bus bar makes 
partial contact with the thin - film heating element 1104 . Thus 
there are provided a plurality of contact areas 1108 , com 
prising teeth - like contacts on the upper bus bar 1106 and also 
areas of contact 1112 on the lower bus bar 1110 , each of the 
contact areas 1108 , 1112 forming , in this embodiment of this 
aspect of the invention , that part of the bus bars ' contacting 
side which makes contact with the heating element 1104 . 
0100 The amount of power , and the location or pattern of 
application of the power , to the thin - film heating element 
1104 , is dependent upon where and what parts of the bus 
bars 1106 , 1110 are retained against the thin - film heating 
element by a retaining member 1113 ( shown with dotted 
lines in FIG . 11 to allow visibility of the bus bar configu 
rations ) . A battery power source 1114 with a positive termi 
nal 1116 and negative terminal 1118 connects at the positive 
terminal to the upper bus bar 1106 through a positive circuit 
wire 1120 , and connects at the negative terminal to the lower 
bus bar 1110 through a negative circuit wire 1122 . The bus 
bars 1106 , 1110 are secured on a peripheral edge of the 
polycarbonate lens 1102 by gluing , or a retaining member 
1113 which is made from a suitable material to attach the bus 
bars in partial contacting relationship as described with the 
heating element 1104 . The retaining member may engage 
the entire periphery of the polycarbonate lens 1102 but so as 
to enforce contact of only those portions of the bus bar 1106 , 
1110 designed to make contact with the thin - film heating 
element 1104 . 
[ 0101 ] An irregular shape of eye - shield 1100 is necessary 
to fit the unique curvature and shape of a user ' s face . 
However , because of the irregular shape of the eye - shield , a 
uniform flow of current across the eye - shield 1100 has been 
difficult to achieve . In prior concepts of a heated eye - shield , 
there has been a hot spot above the nose cut - out portion of 
eye - shields . In the embodiment of the invention shown in 
FIG . 11 , the upper bus bar 1106 , and the lower bus bar 1110 , 
are each an individual and a continuous piece of material , 
and may be customized by adding , subtracting , and chang 
ing sizes of the teeth - like contacts protruding from them in 
order to create greater areas of contact 1108 , 1112 on the 
upper peripheral inner surface , or lower peripheral inner 
surface , where more current is needed to heat the eye - shield . 
Conversely , where less current is needed to reduce heating 
of a particular area of the eye - shield 1100 , lesser contact 
areas 1108 , 1112 may be readily created . This capability of 
this aspect of the invention to enable greater or lesser contact 
areas 1108 , 1112 by the bus bars 1106 , 1110 is what gives 
manufacturers the ability to customize and tune their bus 
bars to their particular eye - shields ' shapes and sizes , avail 
able battery power , and other requirements . 
( 0102 ] This embodiment of a heated eye - shield 1100 is 
desirable because customizable heating will allow a user to 
dissipate fog on the polycarbonate lens 1102 while still 
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conserving reserves in the battery 1114 . Additionally , this 
embodiment is more desirable than previous embodiments 
with multiple bus bars and lead wires on a top periphery and 
bottom periphery of a lens because , with a single positive 
lead wire 1120 going to a single upper bus bar 1106 , and a 
single negative lead wire going to a single lower bus bar 
1110 , the system is less cumbersome , cheaper , and easier to 
manufacture than would otherwise be the case involving 
using a rivet to connect the wires to a silver ink painted bus 
baron the heating element 1104 . This embodiment is also 
adaptable and customizable to any shape and contour of any 
eye - shield , whether large , small , or irregular in shape . In 
particular , since as shown , there is no contact between the 
lower bus bar 1110 with the thin - film heating element 1104 
at a location 1103 just above a nose - bridge cutout portion 
1105 of the eye - shield 1100 , overheating and hot spots are 
avoided at that location and extending into the center of the 
eye - shield . 
[ 0103 ] Referring to FIG . 12 , there is shown a graphical 
representation of a front view of a bus bar electrical inter 
connection system on an irregularly - shaped eye - shield 1200 
in accordance with an aspect of the invention . The eye 
shield comprises a polycarbonate lens 1202 having a thin 
film heating element 1204 attached thereto , and the bus bar 
electrical interconnection system comprises upper bus bar 
1206 and lower bus bar 1210 , each bus bar having a 
contacting side and non - contacting side , each bus bar being 
crimped , bent , folded , built up with adhered additional 
material , or otherwise manufactured in an altered structure 
or configuration such that each bus bar makes partial contact 
with the thin - film heating element 1204 at the protruding 
protrusion portions ( or alternatively stated between reces 
sion portions ) of the bus bar . Thus , the contacting side of the 
bus bar 1206 has a plurality teeth - like protrusion contacts 
that create points or areas of contact 1208 with the thin - film 
heating element 1204 , and the lower bus bar 1210 is 
crimped , bent , folded , or otherwise manufactured such that 
the contacting side of the bus bar 1210 has a plurality of 
teeth - like protrusion ( or between - recessions 1207 ) contacts 
that create one or more points , or areas of contact , 1212 with 
the thin - film heating element . Lower bus bar 1210 com 
prises a protruding configuration alteration , or protrusion , 
( or alternatively recession configuration alteration , or reces 
sion ) so as to be adapted for preventing contact of the lower 
bus bar with the thin - film heating element 1204 above a nose 
cut - out portion on the eye - shield 1200 . The polycarbonate 
lens 1202 , thin - film heating element 1204 , upper bus bar 
1206 , and lower bus bar 1210 are secured together by glue , 
or preferably a retaining member 1213 made from a suitable 
material . 
[ 0104 ] A battery power source 1214 is provided with a 
positive terminal 1216 and negative terminal 1218 . The 
positive terminal 1216 connects to , or is adapted to connect 
to , the upper bus bar 1206 through a positive circuit wire 
1220 , and the negative terminal 1218 connects to , or is 
adapted to connect to , the lower bus bar 1210 through a 
negative circuit wire 1222 . The contacts between the circuit 
wires 1220 , 1222 and the bus bars 1206 , 1210 , respectively , 
are shown achieved at a location apart from the eye - shield 
lens substrate 1202 . Thus , the attachment of the circuit wires 
1220 , 1222 and the bus bars 1206 , 1210 , respectively is 
accomplished preferably with a rivet , but wherein the rivet 
does not pass through the eye - shield 1202 itself . 

[ 0105 ] As previously described with eye - shield 1100 , an 
irregular shape of eye - shield 1200 is necessary to fit the 
unique curvature and shape of a user ' s face . However , 
because of the irregular shape of the eye - shield 1200 , a 
uniform flow of current across the eye - shield 1200 is diffi 
cult to achieve . In prior concepts of a heated eye - shield , 
there has been a hot spot above the nose cut - out portions of 
eye - shields . In this embodiment , however , upper bus bar 
1206 and lower bus bar 1210 are each an individual and 
continuous piece , and may be customized by adding , sub 
tracting , and changing sizes of the teeth - like contacts pro 
truding from them in order to create greater areas of contact 
1208 , 1212 on the upper peripheral surface or lower periph 
eral surface . Thus , as previously described , where more 
current is needed to heat the eye - shield 1200 greater contact 
area 1208 , 1212 may be provided , and where less current is 
needed , lesser contact area 1208 , 1212 may be provided . 
[ 0106 ] This embodiment and design is desirable because 
customizable heating will allow a user to dissipate fog on the 
polycarbonate lens 1202 while still conserving reserves in 
the battery 1214 . Additionally , this embodiment is more 
desirable than previous embodiments with multiple bus bars 
and lead wires on a top periphery and bottom periphery of 
a lens , because with a single positive lead wire 1220 going 
to a single upper bus bar 1206 and a single negative lead 
wire 1222 going to a single lower bus bar 1210 , it is less 
cumbersome to users , cheaper , and easier to manufacture . 
This embodiment is adaptable and customizable to any 
shape and contour of any eye - shield . Additionally , it is easier 
to manufacture and maintain the eye - shield 1200 with the 
lead wires 1220 , 1222 attaching to the bus bars 1206 , 1210 
apart from the eye - shield 1200 because they are attachable 
anywhere around the eye - shield 1200 instead of directly on 
the eye - shield 1200 . 
[ 0107 ] Referring to FIG . 13 , there is shown a graphical 
illustration of a section of an alternative embodiment of a 
bus bar electrical interconnection system on an eye - shield 
1300 in accordance with an aspect of the invention com 
prising a thin - film heating element 1304 attached to a 
polycarbonate , or other suitable material , lens 1302 , a bus 
bar 1306 secured on a peripheral edge of the polycarbonate 
lens 1302 by a retaining member 1308 , ensuring intercon 
nection of portions of the bus bar with thin - film heating 
element 1304 . Alternatively , gluing , adhesives , or another 
method may be used to attach the bus bar 1306 to the 
polycarbonate lens 1302 , creating contact between the bus 
bar 1306 and thin - film heating element 1304 . Bus bar 1306 
comprises teeth - like contacts 1310 adapted for contacting 
the thin - film heating element 1304 at spaced intervals 1312 . 
Alternatively , the regions between teeth - like contacts 1310 
may be considered recessions . The teeth - like contacts 1310 
may be made on the bus bar 1306 by bending , crimping , or 
building up to form at least one , or a plurality of , receding 
and protruding configurations . Alternatively , the teeth - like 
contacts 1310 may be made on the bus bar 1306 by adhering 
protruding , electrically conductive , pieces to a bus bar 
through use of a conductive adhesive . The teeth - like con 
tacts 1310 may be longer or shorter in order to customize 
heating of the eye - shield 1300 to prevent fogging and 
conserve power . Likewise , the spaced intervals 1312 located 
between the teeth - like contacts 1310 may be wider or 
narrower in order to additionally customize heating of the 
eye - shield 1300 to prevent fogging and conserve power . The 
spaced intervals 1312 may also be insulated with an insu 
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lating material in order to prevent incidental contact between 
the bus bar 1306 and thin - film heating element 1304 where 
a contact area is not desired . 
10108 ] Customizable teeth - like contacts 1310 and spaced 
intervals 1312 are desirable in an application with a thin - film 
heating element 1304 in order to create a heated eye - shield 
without hot spots . Through customization of a bus bar , 
contact areas between the bus bar and a thin - film heating 
element can be made greater or smaller , allowing more or 
less current to flow through the thin - film heating element 
that heats a lens . When more current flows through a 
thin - film heating element , more heat is generated . The 
ability to apply differing amounts of current to different 
portions of a heated lens through the contact area between 
the bus bar and thin - film heating element will allow for the 
uniform heating of any lens , even if the lens is of an irregular 
shape . 
[ 0109 ] Referring to FIG . 14 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system on an irregular 
shaped eye - shield 1400 in accordance with an aspect of the 
invention comprising a thin - film heating element 1404 
attached to a polycarbonate lens 1402 , an upper bus bar 1406 
attached to the peripheral upper length of the polycarbonate 
lens , and a lower bus bar 1408 attached to the peripheral 
lower length of the polycarbonate lens . A battery power 
source 1410 with a positive terminal 1412 and negative 
terminal 1414 connects to the upper bus bar 1406 and lower 
bus bar 1408 , respectively . For interconnection of the upper 
bus bar 1406 with the battery 1410 , a positive circuit wire 
1416 is provided , and for interconnection of the lower bus 
bar 1410 with the battery , a negative circuit wire 1418 is 
provided . These interconnections between the battery ter 
minals 1412 , 1414 and the bus bars 1406 , 1410 is made 
using rivets , glue , clamps , or other method of connection . 
Lower bus bar 1408 is crimped , bent , or folded such that 
there is no contact between the lower bus bar 1408 and 
thin - film heating element 1404 on the portion of the poly 
carbonate lens 1402 on the cut - out portion of the eye - shield 
1400 adapted for resting above the user ' s nose . A retaining 
member 1413 clamps , or otherwise holds , appropriate por 
tions of the bus bars 1406 , 1408 in contact with the heating 
element 1404 , while ensuring that other portions , such as 
that shown at 1415 , are prevented from coming in contact 
with the heating element . 
[ 0110 ] Upper bus bar 1406 and lower bus bar 1408 are 
each an individual and continuous piece of material . In 
contrast to previous designs , this embodiment helps to 
prevent hot spots over a nose cut - out portion on the poly 
carbonate lens 1402 by reducing contact area of the lower 
bus bar 1408 at the nose - bridge location . This is achieved by 
crimping , bending , folding , snaking , or otherwise manufac 
turing the lower bus bar 1402 such that it does not contact 
the thin - film heating element 1404 over the nose cut - out 
portion ( i . e . , as shown at 1415 ) of the eye - shield . 
[ 0111 ] Referring to FIG . 15 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system on an irregularly 
shaped eye - shield 1500 and in accordance with an aspect of 
the invention . The eye - shield 1500 comprises a thin - film 
heating element 1504 attached to a polycarbonate lens 1502 . 
An upper bus bar 1506 is held in partial contact with the 
peripheral upper length of the polycarbonate lens 1502 , and 
a lower bus bar 1508 is held in partial contact with a portion 

of the peripheral lower length of the polycarbonate lens 
1502 . A battery power source 1510 with a positive terminal 
1512 and negative terminal 1514 connects to the upper bus 
bar 1506 and lower bus bar 1508 , respectively . The positive 
terminal 1512 is connected to the upper bus bar 1506 
through a positive circuit wire 1516 , and the negative 
terminal 1514 is connected to the lower bus bar 1508 
through a negative circuit wire 1518 . These contacts are 
made using rivets , glue , clamps , or other method of con 
nection . 
[ 0112 ] Upper bus bar 1506 is crimped , bent , folded , 
snaked , or otherwise provided with an altered structure or 
configuration such that there are encroaching elements , or 
teeth - like contacts 1520 , adapted for contacting the thin - film 
heating element 1504 at spaced intervals 1522 . The teeth 
like contacts 1520 are longer or shorter to create more or less 
contact area in order to customize heating of the eye - shield 
1500 to prevent fogging and conserve power . Likewise , the 
spaced intervals 1522 located between the teeth - like con 
tacts 1520 are wider or narrower in order to additionally 
customize heating of the eye - shield 1500 to prevent fogging 
and conserve power . Lower bus bar 1508 is preferably 
crimped , bent , or folded such that there is no contact 
between the lower bus bar 1508 and thin - film heating 
element 1504 on the portion of the polycarbonate lens 1502 
on the cut - out portion of the eye - shield 1500 adapted for 
resting above the user ' s nose . A retaining member , or other 
means of securing such as glue or clamps , holds appropriate 
portions of the bus bars 1506 , 1508 in contact with the 
heating element 1504 , while ensuring that other portions are 
prevented from coming in contact with the heating element . 
[ 0113 ] The irregular shape of eye - shield 1500 makes a 
uniform flow of current in order to prevent hot spots difficult 
and this has led to unnecessarily wasted power . Thus , it is 
desirable , as taught by this embodiment , for the bus bars 
1506 , 1508 to have customizable peripheral contacts with 
the thin - film heating element 1504 . This embodiment 
achieves this with a singular upper bus bar 1506 that is 
crimped , bent , folded , or otherwise made to snake , creating 
encroaching or protruding elements that make contact with 
the thin - film heating element 1504 to provide a tuned , or 
tunable , amount of current and heat to the eye - shield 1500 . 
Lower bus bar 1508 is also customizable and is crimped , 
bent , folded or otherwise manufactured such that it does not 
contact the thin - film heating element 1504 over the nose 
cut - out on the polycarbonate lens 1502 . By avoiding hot 
spots above a nose cut - out through customized bus bars 
1506 , 1508 , battery power will be conserved , and the 
eye - shield 1500 will be more comfortable to wear . 
[ 0114 ] Referring to FIG . 16 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system on a swimming 
goggle split lens eye - shield 1600 in accordance with an 
aspect of the invention . The eye - shield 1600 comprises 
sealed thin - film heating elements 1604 attached to an inner 
portion of each polycarbonate lens 1602 . Upper bus bars 
1606 are engaged to the peripheral upper lengths of each 
polycarbonate lens 1602 , and lower bus bars 1608 engaged 
to the peripheral lower lengths of each polycarbonate lens 
1602 . Upper bus bars 1606 and lower bus bars 1608 are 
crimped , bent , folded , otherwise structurally diverted such 
that there are encroaching “ hill and valley ” elements , or 
teeth - like contacts , 1610 adapted for contacting the thin - film 
heating element 1604 at spaced intervals 1612 . The teeth 
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like contacts 1610 are longer or shorter to create more or less 
contact area in order to customize heating of the eye - shield 
1600 to prevent fogging and conserve power . Likewise , the 
spaced intervals 1612 located between the contacts 1610 are 
wider or narrower in order to customize heating of the 
eye - shield 1600 to prevent fogging and conserve power . The 
upper and lower bus bars 1606 , 1608 are held in contact with 
a peripheral retaining member 1603 similarly to that previ 
ously described . 
[ 0115 ] A battery power source 1611 connects with each of 
the upper bus bars 1606 and lower bus bars 1608 with lead 
wires as previously described in connection with other 
embodiments . The battery power source 1611 , each poly 
carbonate lens 1620 , the bus bars 1606 , 1608 , lead wires , 
and the retaining member 1603 are enclosed or embedded in 
a swim goggle frame 1620 , and a rubber , extendable , or 
adjustable strap 1622 connects to the frame in order for a 
user to secure the eye - shield 1600 safely to the user ' s head 
in order to cover and protect the user ' s eyes . 
10116 ] . The embodiment of the invention in FIG . 16 shows 
a split - lens goggle 1600 , exemplifying that the invention 
may be applied to one or more lenses 1602 of an eye - shield . 
Each lens 1602 is customizable such that a user ' s needs may 
be met to prevent fogging of one or more lenses of an 
eye - shield 1600 . The lenses 1602 can be large or small , and 
can fit in a large or small frame 1620 , because there are not 
extra wires needed to interconnect the power sources 1611 , 
and also because no rivets are needed to interconnect 
contacts with silver - ink bus bars 1606 , 1608 . Each lens 1602 
of the swim goggle eye - shield 1600 , regardless of size and 
shape , is customizable to prevent fogging without causing 
hot spots on the lenses 1602 . Customizable bus bars 1606 , 
1608 manufactured for each lens 1602 will help to dissipate 
fog while conserving battery power by not overheating 
portions of a lens while still dissipating fog across the entire 
surface of the lens . Conserving battery power will allow the 
user the maximum usage time and on a singular battery or 
charge . 

[ 0117 ] Referring to FIG . 17 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system on an alternate 
swimming goggle split lens eye - shield 1700 in accordance 
with an aspect of the invention . The eye - shield 1700 com 
prises thin - film heating elements 1704 attached to each 
polycarbonate lens 1702 , and the electrical interconnection 
system comprises inner bus bars 1706 held in contact with 
the peripheral inner portions of each polycarbonate lens 
1702 , and outer bus bars 1708 held in contact with the 
peripheral outer portions of each polycarbonate lens 1702 by 
multiple , split , retaining members 1713 . Inner bus bars 1706 
and outer bus bars 1708 are crimped , bent , folded , built up 
or otherwise physically altered in structure , or configuration , 
such that there are encroaching elements , or teeth - like 
contacts 1710 adapted for contacting the thin - film heating 
element 1704 ( or alternatively painted contact pads — not 
shown on the thin - film heating element ) at spaced inter 
vals 1712 . The teeth - like contacts 1710 are longer or shorter , 
or higher or lower in the case of “ hills and valleys ” teeth - like 
contacts , to create more or less contact area in order to 
customize heating of the eye - shield 1700 to prevent fogging 
and conserve power . Likewise , the spaced intervals 1712 
located between the teeth - like contacts 1710 are wider or 
narrower in order to additionally customize heating of the 
eye - shield 1700 to prevent fogging and conserve power . A 

battery power source 1711 interconnects with each of the 
inner bus bars 1706 and outer bus bars 1708 with positive 
and negative lead wires similarly to that described previ 
ously in connection with other embodiments . The battery 
power source 1711 , each polycarbonate lens 1702 , the lead 
wires , the bus bars 1706 , 1708 , and the retaining members 
1713 are enclosed or embedded in a swim goggle frame 
1720 , and a rubber , extendable , or adjustable strap 1722 
connects to the frame in order for a user to secure the 
eye - lens 1700 safely to the user ' s head in order to cover and 
protect the user ' s eyes . 
10118 ] . Similar to the embodiment of the invention in FIG . 
16 , the invention in FIG . 17 may be applied to one or more 
lenses of an eye - shield to create a customized eye - shield to 
dissipate fog while conserving power usage . Additionally , 
the embodiment in FIG . 17 exemplifies that customizable 
bus bars can be situated horizontally or vertically , depending 
on the shape of an eye - shield and the needs of a user . 
Re - orienting the direction of the bus bars will not affect the 
utility and effectiveness of dissipating fog of an eye - shield . 
Reorienting the bus bars will not create a more cumbersome 
or bulkier eye - shield because there are still only two circuit 
wires , one for each bus bar . Having a customized heated 
eye - shield will help conserve power in a battery or power 
source and extend the usability of the eye - shield for defog 
ging . 
0119 ] Referring to FIG . 18 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system on an irregular 
shaped eye - shield 1800 in accordance with an aspect of the 
invention . The eye - shield 1800 comprises a thin - film heat 
ing element 1804 attached to a polycarbonate lens 1802 , and 
the electrical interconnection system comprises an upper bus 
bar 1806 attached to the peripheral upper length of the 
polycarbonate lens 1802 , and a lower bus bar 1808 attached 
to the peripheral lower length of the polycarbonate lens 
1802 . A battery power source 1810 with a positive terminal 
1812 and negative terminal 1814 connects to the upper bus 
bar 1806 and lower bus bar 1808 . Interconnection between 
the positive terminal 1812 of the battery 1810 and the upper 
bus bar 1806 is made through a positive circuit wire 1816 , 
and interconnection between the negative terminal 1814 and 
the lower bus bar 1808 is made through a negative circuit 
wire 1818 . These interconnections between the battery and 
the bus bars are made by soldering , rivets , glue , clamps , or 
other method of connection 1820 . 
[ 0120 ] The upper bus bar 1806 and lower bus bar 1808 are 
crimped , bent , folded , built up , or otherwise physically 
altered in structure or configuration such that there are 
protruding configurations , or teeth - like contacts 1822 , 
adapted for contacting , or in another embodiment actually 
contacting , the thin - film heating element 1804 at spaced 
intervals 1824 . The teeth - like contacts 1822 are longer or 
shorter to create more or less contact area in order to 
customize heating of the eye - shield 1800 to prevent fogging 
and conserve power . Likewise , the spaced intervals 1824 
located between the teeth - like contacts 1822 are wider or 
narrower in order to additionally customize heating of the 
eye - shield 1800 to prevent fogging and conserve power . 
Lower bus bar 1508 is bent around a cut - out portion of the 
eye - shield 1800 adapted for resting above the user ' s nose , 
and the “ hills and valleys ” of the bus bars are oriented so as 
to conserve power and avoid hot spots as much as possible . 
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[ 0121 ] As previously discussed with other embodiments 
of the invention , because the irregular shape of eye - shield 
1800 has made a uniform flow of current and application of 
power through thin - film heating element 1804 across poly 
carbonate lens 1802 difficult , which fact in turn has resulted 
in an unnecessary extra use of power , it is desirable , as in 
this embodiment , for the bus bars 1806 , 1808 to have 
customizable peripheral partial contacts with the thin - film 
heating element 1804 ( or alternatively painted contact 
pads — not shown on the thin - film heating element ) . This 
embodiment is customizable to avoid hot spots and reduce 
power usage by having a singular upper bus bar 1506 and a 
singular lower bus bar 1808 that is crimped , bent , folded , 
built up or otherwise made with teeth - like contacts , “ hills 
and valleys ” , or protrusions creating protruding elements 
with peaks and valleys that make contact with the thin - film 
heating element 1804 to provide current and , in turn , heat the 
eye - shield 1800 . 
[ 0122 ] The teeth - like contacts 1822 are separated by 
spaced intervals 1824 that are also customizable to be wider 
or narrower to further customize heating of the eye - shield 
1800 . With customizable heating in this embodiment , hot 
spots that normally occur , for example , over a nose cut - out 
in the eye - shield 1800 , signified by region B 1828 , can be 
avoided by making the teeth - like contacts and spaced inter 
vals wider or narrower to supply less current to the region . 
Likewise , cool spots may otherwise occur in region A and 
region C 1826 , 1830 and can be avoided by making the 
teeth - like contacts and spaced intervals wider or narrower to 
supply more current to these regions A and region C 1826 , 
1830 . Additionally , by supplying only a necessary amount of 
current to regions A , B and C 1826 , 1828 , 1830 , respec 
tively , to dissipate fog and condensation and not create hot 
spots , battery power will be conserved , extending the usabil 
ity of fog dissipating properties of the eye - shield 1800 . 
[ 0123 ] An eye - shield bus bar electrical interconnection 
system in accordance with the invention can be adapted for 
use with any shaped eye - shield or goggle to prevent fogging 
while preventing hot spots and conserving battery power . 
FIGS . 19 through FIG . 23 exemplify this concept of adapt 
ability of the bus bar electrical interconnection system for a 
variety of eye - shields . 
[ 0124 ] Referring to FIG . 19 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system embodied in a snow 
goggle 1900 in accordance with an aspect of the invention 
comprising a thin - film heating element 1904 attached to an 
inner surface of a polycarbonate lens 1902 , upper bus bar 
1906 attached to the peripheral upper length of the polycar 
bonate lens 1902 , and lower bus bar 1908 . Upper bus bar 
1906 and lower bus bar 1908 are crimped , bent , folded , built 
up or otherwise altered in structure or configuration such 
that there are teeth - like contacts 1910 adapted for contacting 
the thin - film heating element 1904 ( or alternatively painted 
contact pads — not shown on the thin - film heating element ) 
at spaced intervals 1912 . The teeth - like contacts 1910 and 
spaced intervals 1912 are customizable to be longer or 
shorter , narrower or wider , to dissipate fog effectively on the 
polycarbonate lens 1902 without creating hot spots , and 
while conserving battery power . A retaining member 1913 
secures the polycarbonate lens 1902 , thin - film heating ele 
ment 1904 and bus bars 1906 , 1908 securely around the 
peripheral edge , ensuring interconnection of the bus bars to 
the thin - film heating element 1904 . The electrical intercon 

nection system , which also includes circuit wires and a 
battery not shown , are contained in or on a goggle frame 
1914 , made from plastic or another suitable material , and an 
adjustable strap 1916 , made from elastic or another suitable 
material . 
[ 0125 ] Referring to FIG . 20 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system applied in a face 
shield , such as a medical face shield , in accordance with an 
aspect of the invention , comprising a thin - film heating 
element 2004 attached to an inner surface of a polycarbon 
ate , or other suitable material , lens 2002 , upper bus bar 2006 
attached to the peripheral upper length of the polycarbonate 
lens 2002 , and lower bus bar 2008 . Upper bus bar 2006 and 
lower bus bar 2008 are crimped , bent , folded , built up or 
otherwise altered in structure or configuration such that there 
are teeth - like contacts 2010 adapted for contacting the 
thin - film heating element 2004 ( or alternatively painted 
contact pads — not shown on the thin - film heating ele 
ment ) , and spaced intervals 2012 . The teeth - like contacts 
2010 and spaced intervals 2012 are customizable to be 
longer or shorter , narrower or wider , to dissipate fog effec 
tively on the polycarbonate lens 2002 without creating hot 
spots , and while conserving battery power . Retaining mem 
bers 2013 secure the polycarbonate lens 2002 , thin - film 
heating element 2004 and bus bars 2006 , 2008 securely 
around the peripheral edge , ensuring interconnection of the 
bus bars 2006 , 2008 to the thin - film heating element 2004 . 
The electrical interconnection system , which also includes 
circuit wires and a battery not shown , which are contained 
in or on a medical face shield frame 2014 , made from plastic 
or another suitable material , or on a head strap 2016 , made 
from plastic or another suitable material , preferably with a 
knob 2018 for adjusting the head strap 2016 . It will be 
appreciated by those skilled in the art that face shield 2000 
may comprise different protective shield materials as known 
in the art and may be used in other industrial applications , 
such as for working with automobiles , welding , or other 
equipment . 
[ 0126 ] Referring to FIG . 21 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system applied in a dive 
mask 2100 in accordance with an aspect of the invention , 
comprising a thin - film heating element 2104 attached to an 
inner surface of a polycarbonate lens 2102 , an upper bus bar 
2106 attached to the peripheral upper length of the polycar 
bonate lens , and a lower bus bar 2108 attached to the lower 
peripheral length of the polycarbonate lens . Upper bus bar 
2106 and lower bus bar 2108 are crimped , bent , folded , built 
up , or otherwise altered in structure or configuration , such 
that there are teeth - like contacts 2110 adapted for contacting 
the thin - film heating element 2104 ( or alternatively painted 
contact pads — not shown on the thin - film heating ele 
ment ) , and spaced intervals 2112 . The teeth - like contacts 
2110 and spaced intervals 2112 are customizable to be 
longer or shorter , narrower or wider , to dissipate fog effec 
tively on the polycarbonate lens 2102 without creating hot 
spots , and while conserving battery power . A retaining 
member 2113 secures the polycarbonate lens 2102 , thin - film 
heating element 2104 and bus bars 2106 , 2108 securely 
around the peripheral edge , ensuring interconnection of the 
bus bars to the thin - film heating element . The electrical 
interconnection system , which also includes circuit wires 
and a battery not shown , are contained in or on a dive mask 
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frame 2114 , made from plastic or another suitable material , 
or on an adjustable strap 2116 , made from rubber or another 
suitable material . 
[ 0127 ] Referring to FIG . 22 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system implemented in 
eyeglasses 2200 in accordance with an aspect of the inven 
tion comprising two thin - film heating elements 2204 
attached to an inner surface of a two lenses 2202 two upper 
bus bars 2206 each attached to the peripheral upper length 
of each of the two lenses 2202 , and two lower bus bars 2208 
each attached to the peripheral lower length of each of the 
two lenses 2202 . Upper bus bars 2206 and lower bus bars 
2208 are crimped , bent , folded , built up , or are otherwise 
altered in structure or configuration such that there are 
teeth - like contacts 2210 adapted for contacting the thin - film 
heating elements 2204 ( or alternatively painted contact 
pads — not shown on the thin - film heating element ) , and 
spaced intervals 2212 . The teeth - like contacts 2210 and 
spaced intervals 2212 are customizable to be longer or 
shorter , narrower or wider , to dissipate fog effectively on the 
lenses 2202 without creating hot spots , and while conserving 
battery power . A retaining member 2213 secures the poly 
carbonate lenses 2202 , thin - film heating elements 2204 and 
bus bars 2206 , 2208 securely around the peripheral edge , 
ensuring interconnection of the bus bars 2006 , 2008 to the 
thin - film heating elements 2204 . The electrical interconnec 
tion system , which also includes circuit wires and a battery 
not shown , are contained in or on an eyeglasses frame 2214 , 
made from plastic or another suitable material . 
[ 0128 ] Referring to FIG . 23 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of a front view of an embodiment 
of an electrical interconnection system adapted for use in a 
ballistic eye - protection eye - shield 2300 in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention comprising a thin - film heating 
element 2304 attached to an inner surface of a polycarbonate 
lens 2302 , upper bus bar 2306 attached to the peripheral 
upper length of the polycarbonate lens 2302 , and lower bus 
bar 2308 . Upper bus bar 2306 and lower bus bar 2308 are 
crimped , bent , folded , built up , or otherwise altered in 
structure or configuration , such as with protrusions applied 
with conductive adhesives , such that there are teeth - like 
contacts 2310 adapted for contacting the thin - film heating 
element 2304 ( or alternatively painted contact pads not 
shown on the thin - film heating element ) , and spaced inter 
vals 2312 . The teeth - like contacts 2310 and spaced intervals 
2312 are customizable to be longer or shorter , narrower or 
wider , to dissipate fog effectively on the polycarbonate lens 
2302 without creating hot spots , and while conserving 
battery power . A retaining member secures the polycarbon 
ate lens 2302 , thin - film heating element 2304 and bus bars 
2306 , 2308 securely around the peripheral edge , ensuring 
interconnection of the bus bars 2306 2308 to the thin - film 
heating element 2304 . The electrical interconnection sys 
tem , which also includes circuit wires and a battery not 
shown , are contained in or on a ballistic eye - protection 
eye - shield frame 2314 , made from plastic or another suitable 
ballistics material , or on an adjustable head strap 2316 , made 
from rubber , elastic , or another suitable material . 
[ 0129 ] Referring to FIG . 24 , there is shown a graphical 
schematic representation of an embodiment of an electrical 
interconnection system adapted for use in a portable , 
goggle - type , virtual - reality , or alternatively augmented - re 
ality , system 2400 in accordance with an aspect of the 

invention comprising thin - film heating element 2404 
attached to an inner surface of a polycarbonate lens 2402 , 
upper bus bar 2406 attached to the peripheral upper length 
of the polycarbonate lens , and lower bus bar 2408 . Upper 
bus bar 2406 and lower bus bar 2408 are crimped , bent , 
folded , built up , or otherwise altered in structure or con 
figuration , such as with protrusions applied with conductive 
adhesives , such that there are partial contacts 2410 adapted 
for contacting the thin - film heating element 2404 ( or alter 
natively painted contact pads — not shown on the thin - film 
heating element ) and spaced intervals 2412 . The partial 
contacts 2410 and spaced intervals 2412 are customizable to 
be longer or shorter , narrower or wider , to dissipate fog 
effectively on the polycarbonate lens 2402 without creating 
hot spots , and while conserving battery power . A retaining 
member 2413 secures the polycarbonate lens 2402 , thin - film 
heating element 2404 and bus bars 2406 , 2408 to the 
thin - film heating element 2404 . The electrical interconnec 
tion system , which also includes circuit wires 2416 , 2418 
and batteries 2411 , are contained in or on a vla - reality 
frame 2420 , made of plastic or another suitable material , or 
on an adjustable strap 2422 . On / off , and other control , 
buttons 2424 , 2426 are provided on the frame for purposes 
of controlling the electrical interconnection system . 
[ 0130 ] Referring now to FIG . 25 , there is shown a graphic 
schematic representation of a front view of another alternate 
embodiment of an electrical interconnection system on an 
irregularly - shaped eye - shield 2500 and in accordance with 
an aspect of the invention . The eye - shield 2500 comprises a 
thin - film heating element 2504 attached to a polycarbonate 
lens 2502 . An upper bus bar 2506 is held in partial contact 
with the thin - film heating element 2504 along the peripheral 
upper length of the polycarbonate lens 2502 , and a lower bus 
bar 2508 is held in partial contact with the thin - film heating 
element along the peripheral lower length of the polycar 
bonate lens . A battery power source 2510 connects to upper 
bus bar / wire 2506 via a positive terminal 2512 and a positive 
circuit wire 2516 , and the battery power source connects to 
the lower bus bar / wire 2508 via a negative terminal 2514 
and a negative circuit wire 2518 . These contacts are made 
using rivets , glue , clamps , or other method of connection . 
[ 0131 ] Upper bus bar 2506 is crimped , folded , bent or 
otherwise provided with an altered structure or configura 
tion , such as protrusions and / or recessions , such that there 
are protrusion elements 2520 , or teeth - like contacts 2520 , 
adapted for contacting the thin - film heating element 2504 
through a plurality of painted - on contact pads 2524 , 2525 
which are painted on as silver ink on the thin - film heating 
element in order to create a more robust and enhanced 
contact that is not as easily scratched , or otherwise damaged , 
as might be the thin - film heating element 2504 itself . The 
painting on of painted contact pads 2524 , 2525 provides for 
customized distribution of power onto the heating element 
2504 of the eye - shield 2502 as shown by allowing for 
distribution and application of power at areas on the eye 
shield where unobstructed vision , as by fog , is important and 
where overheating is less likely . Further , by distributing the 
power onto the thin - film heating element via a bus bar , 
preferably made of copper , having better conductivity than 
the painted - on silver ink pads , less losses are incurred within 
the system , leading to better battery efficiency . Still further , 
this system of distributing power throughout the system 
allows for an efficient manufacturing process and a minimi 
zation of human labor by allowing for an easier - to - imple 
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ment and more - robust connection between the heating ele - 
ment 2504 and the battery 2510 . 
[ 0132 ] Similarly , lower bus bar 2508 is also crimped , bent , 
folded , snaked , or otherwise provided with an altered struc 
ture or configuration , such as protrusions and / or recessions , 
such as protruding protrusion contacts 2521 , adapted for 
contacting the thin - film heating element 2504 , at spaced 
intervals 2523 , through painted - on contact pads 2526 , 2528 , 
which are painted preferably with silver ink on the thin - film 
heating element 2504 at locations corresponding , or over 
lapping , with the partial contact areas ( 2521 ) of the bus bar 
2508 . In this embodiment of the invention , there are pro 
vided larger contact pads 2524 , 2525 , 2626 , 2628 for inter 
connecting the partial contact areas 2620 , 2621 of the bus 
bars 2606 , 2608 in an efficient manner ( e . g . , there may be 
one partial contact area per contact pad as with partial 
contact 2520 , or there also may be multiple contact areas per 
contact pad as with partial contacts 2521 ) . As with other 
embodiments of the invention , a retaining member 2513 
secures the polycarbonate lens 2502 and thin - film heating 
element 2504 in contact with the bus bars 2506 , 2508 via the 
corresponding contact pads 2524 , 2525 , 2526 , 2528 , respec 
tively , on the thin - film heating element 2504 . 
[ 0133 ] The irregular shape of eye - shield 2500 makes a 
uniform flow of current in order to prevent hot spots difficult , 
and this has led to unnecessarily wasted power . Thus , it is 
desirable , as taught by this embodiment , for the bus bars 
2506 , 2508 to have customizable peripheral contacts with 
the thin - film heating element 2504 . This embodiment 
achieves this with a singular upper bus bar 2506 that is 
crimped , bent , folded , or otherwise made to snake , creating 
protruding elements 2520 , also known as partial contact 
areas 2520 , that make contact with the thin - film heating 
element 2504 through the painted - on contact pads 2524 , 
2525 to provide power to heat the eye shield 2500 . Lower 
bus bar 2508 is also customizable and is crimped , bent , 
folded or otherwise manufactured such that it makes partial 
contact with thin - film heating element 2504 via the painted 
on contact pads 2526 , 2528 . 
[ 0134 ] As can be seen by comparing FIGS . 25 and 26 , 
there are fewer contacts between the bus bar 2506 and the 
painted - on contact pads 2524 , 2625 than there are contacts 
between the bus bar / wire 2606 and the heating element 2504 
through painted - on contact pads 2624 , illustrating how the 
contact system of this aspect of the invention is customiz 
able to provide more or fewer contacts , and at varying 
locations , from the battery 2510 to the thin - film heating 
element . Further , the lower bus bar 2508 is crimped , bent , 
folded or otherwise manufactured as shown at 2519 to 
continue the bus bar at 2508 across the nose cut - out portion 
at 2517 such that it does not contact the thin - film heating 
element 2504 , or any contact pad since there is no contact 
pad at this location , over the nose cut - out portion on the 
polycarbonate lens 2502 . By avoiding hot spots directly over 
a nose cut - out portion of the eye - shield lens 2502 through 
such customized bus bars 2506 , 2508 , battery power will be 
conserved , and the eye - shield 2500 will be more comfort 
able to wear . 
10135 ] Referring now to FIG . 26 , there is shown a graphic 
schematic representation of a front view of yet another 
alternate embodiment of an electrical interconnection sys - 
tem on an irregularly - shaped eye - shield 2600 and in accor 
dance with an aspect of the invention . The eye - shield 2600 
comprises a thin - film heating element 2604 attached to a 

polycarbonate lens 2602 . An upper bus bar / wire 2606 is held 
in partial contact with the thin - film heating element 2604 
along the peripheral upper length of the polycarbonate lens 
2602 , and a lower bus bar / wire 2608 is held in partial contact 
with the thin - film heating element along the peripheral lower 
length of the polycarbonate lens . A battery power source 
2610 connects to upper bus bar / wire 2606 via a positive 
terminal 2612 and a positive circuit wire 2616 , and the 
battery power source connects to the lower bus bar / wire 
2608 via a negative terminal 2614 and a negative circuit wire 
2618 . These contacts are made using rivets , glue , clamps , or 
other method of connection . 
[ 0136 ] Upper bus bar / wire 2606 is provided with an 
altered structure or configuration , such as protrusions 2620 , 
such that there are protruding elements 2620 , or teeth - like 
contacts 2620 , adapted for contacting the thin - film heating 
element 2604 , at spaced intervals 2622 , through individual 
painted - on contact pads 2624 made preferably of silver ink 
painted on the thin - film heating element in order to create a 
more robust and enhanced contact that is not as easily 
scratched , or otherwise damaged , as might be the thin - film 
heating element itself . 
[ 0137 ] Similarly , lower bus bar / wire 2608 is also provided 
with an altered structure or configuration , such as protru 
sions 2621 , such that teeth - like contacts 2621 are adapted for 
contacting the thin - film heating element 2604 . The protru 
sions 2621 are located at spaced intervals 2623 , and they 
contact the thin - film heating element 2604 through painted 
on contact pads 2626 . The painted on contact pads 2626 are 
painted on the thin - film heating element 2604 as silver ink 
at location intervals corresponding with the partial contact 
areas 2621 of the bus bar / wire 2608 . In this embodiment of 
the invention , there are provided smaller contact pads 2624 , 
2626 for interconnecting the partial contact areas 2620 , 2621 
of the bus bars / wires 2606 , 2608 in an efficient manner . Thus 
these partial contact areas 2620 , 2621 are shown in this 
embodiment as one partial contact area per contact pad . As 
with other embodiments of the invention , a retaining mem 
ber 2013 secures the polycarbonate lens 2602 and thin - film 
heating element 2604 in contact with the bus bars / wires 
2606 , 2608 via the corresponding contact pads 2624 , 2626 
on the thin - film heating element 2604 . 
10138 ] . The irregular shape of eye - shield 2600 makes a 
uniform flow of current in order to prevent hot spots difficult 
and this has led to unnecessarily wasted power . Thus , it is 
desirable , as taught by this embodiment , for the bus bars 
2606 , 2608 to have customizable peripheral contacts with 
the thin - film heating element 2604 . This embodiment 
achieves this with multiple teeth 2620 attached to upper bus 
bar / wire 2606 and lower bus bar / wire 2608 , creating partial 
contact areas 2620 , 2621 , respectively , that make contact 
with the thin - film heating element 2604 through the painted 
on contact pads 2624 to allow customization of the amount 
of power and heat applied to the eye shield 2600 . This is 
especially true since the partial contact areas 2620 , 2621 
may be located at various different locations along the 
periphery of the eye - shield lens 2602 to make contact with 
corresponding contact pads 2624 , 2626 . 
101391 . The lower bus bar / wire 2608 a provides a different 
customized number of partial contact areas 2621 , that is a 
fewer number of partial contact areas than those partial 
contact areas 2620 above as part of the upper bus bar / wire 
2606 for making partial contact with the thin - film heating 
element 2604 . Since the lower bus bar / wire 2608 makes no 
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contact with the thin - film heating element 2604 ( or any 
contact pad since there is no contact pad at this location ) 
over the nose cut - out portion at 2617 on the polycarbonate 
lens 2602 , hot spots are avoided directly over the nose 
cut - out portion of the lens 2602 . By avoiding hot spots 
directly over a nose cut - out portion of the eye - shield lens 
2602 through bus bar / wire 2606 , 2608 , battery power will be 
conserved , and the eye - shield 2600 will be more comfort 
able to wear . 
[ 0140 ] Thus , in accordance with an aspect and embodi 
ments of the invention , there are further provided at least 
one , and in other embodiments a plurality , of painted contact 
pads preferably located around the periphery of the heating 
element on the eye - shield . Thus , there are provided bus bar 
interconnection systems , an eye - shield adapted for heating 
using a battery , and also a battery - powered eye - shield , 
wherein the interconnection system of the bus bar intercon 
nection system comprises at least an upper bus bar and a 
lower bus bar , and in another embodiment an upper bus bar 
and a plurality of lower bus bars , wherein the bus bars have 
a plurality of protrusions , or alternatively recessions , formed 
therein ( or a part thereof ) so as to form corresponding partial 
contact areas for allowing contact of the bus bars with the 
resistive heating element of the eye - shield . 
[ 0141 ] Thus , such a system in accordance with this aspect 
and these embodiments of the invention further comprises at 
least one painted - on contact pad , or in an alternate embodi 
ment a plurality of contact pads , located strategically adja 
cent and around the outer periphery of the heating element , 
the painted - on contact pads being interposed between the 
partial contact area , or areas , of the bus bars and the heating 
element so as to provide an enhanced contact and for 
customized location - specific power from the battery to the 
heating element via the bus bars / wires , to provide even 
heating of the resistive heating element and to avoid hot 
spots on the eye - shield . 
[ 0142 ] The enhanced painted - on contact pads of this 
aspect of the invention may be provided via a silver ink 
painted bus bar wherein silver ink is painted onto the 
resistive heating element so as to make contact with the 
heating element , the silver ink being more robust than the 
heating element material , so as to avoid damage to the 
resistive heater / heating element by scratching from the bus 
bar . This in turn makes for a robust and durable contact , and 
the contact is reinforced as in other embodiments of the 
invention with the use of a clamping , or otherwise engaging , 
peripheral channel member securing interconnection of only 
the partial contact areas of the bus bars / wires with the 
heating element . The painted - on contact pads of this aspect 
of the invention may be larger or smaller , depending upon 
the customization needs for heating of the particular area of 
the eye - shield lens and associated heating element . Thus , for 
example where less heat is required , as for example directly 
over the bridge of the nose of a goggle - shaped eye - shield , 
the painted - on contact pads may be smaller and just on either 
side of the nose - cut - out portion of the eye - shield , whereas 
directly underneath the location of the eye - shield adapted to 
be directly in front of the eyes of a user , the painted - on 
contact pads may be longer to correspond with multiple 
contact teeth , or contact points , from the bus bar / wire ( e . g . , 
one painted contact pad to multiple bus bar protrusions ) , in 
order to help customize the application of power and to more 
efficiently distribute the power and prevent power losses that 
would otherwise occur with one contact point on one end of 

a longer silver ink contact pad ( bus bar ) , it being the case 
that a copper bus bar is more efficient in transmitting the 
power than the silver ink contact pad . This in turn makes 
design of the system easier and saves some battery life . 
[ 0143 ] While a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention has been shown and described , it will be apparent 
to those skilled in the art that many changes and modifica 
tions may be made without departing from the invention in 
its broader aspects . For example , it will be appreciated that 
one of ordinary skill in the art may mix and match the 
various components of the various embodiments of the 
invention without departing from the true spirit of the 
invention as claimed . The appended claims are therefore 
intended to cover all such changes and modifications as fall 
within the true spirit and scope of the invention . 

1 . A bus bar electrical interconnection system adapted for 
use with an irregularly - shaped eye - shield and adapted for 
interconnection with leads from a battery to power a heating 
element affixed to the eye - shield to provide customized 
heating to the eye - shield to prevent fogging of the eye 
shield , comprising : 

a . at least one bus bar , said at least one bus bar comprising 
means adapted for interconnecting said at least one bus 
bar with a lead from the battery , said at least one bus bar 
comprising at least one protrusion providing at least 
one partial contact area of said at least one bus bar , said 
at least one bus bar adapted for interconnecting with the 
heating element at the at least one partial contact area ; 
and 

b . at least one peripheral member securing interconnec 
tion of the partial contact area of said at least one bus 
bar with the heating element and adapted for providing 
customized heating of the heating element depending 
upon the number of partial contact areas in contact with 
the heating element and the extent of contact by the at 
least one partial contact area with the heating element 
for preventing fogging of the eye - shield . 

2 . The bus bar electrical interconnection system of claim 
1 , further comprising a plurality of bus bars and further 
comprising a battery - powered eye - shield having a resistive 
heating element thereon , the battery of said battery - powered 
eye - shield being interconnected with the heating element via 
said bus bars of said bus bar electrical interconnection 
system , and further comprising at least one painted contact 
pad located on the heating element , said painted contact pad 
being interposed between at least one of the partial contact 
areas of said bus bars and the heating element . 

3 . The bus bar electrical interconnection system of claim 
1 , further comprising a plurality of bus bars , and wherein 
said plurality of bus bars comprises at least one upper bus 
bar and at least one lower bus bar , and wherein said at least 
one lower bus bar comprises at least one protrusion so as to 
be adapted for allowing contact of the bus bar with the 
heating element at either side of a nose - bridge portion of the 
eye - shield while preventing contact of the bus bar with the 
heating element of the eye - shield directly above the nose 
bridge portion of the eye - shield . 

4 . The bus bar electrical interconnection system of claim 
3 , wherein at least one of said bus bars comprises a plurality 
of protrusions creating a stepped partial contact area for the 
at least one of said bus bars so as to be adapted for providing 
a customized amount of power to be supplied to the heating 
element of the eye - shield . 
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5 . The bus bar electrical interconnection system of claim 
1 , adapted for use in one of a snow goggle , a swim goggle , 
a motor - cycle helmet face shield , a face shield , a ballistic 
eye - protection eye - shield , a portable goggle - type virtual 
reality system , and a portable goggle - type augmented - reality 
system for displaying images to a user . 

6 . An eye - shield adapted for use with a battery to provide 
heating to prevent fogging while avoiding hot spots on the 
eye - shield , comprising : 

a . an eye - shield substrate having an outer periphery and 
adapted for protecting a user ' s eyes and adapted for 
defining at least a partially enclosed space between the 
user ' s eyes and said eye - shield ; 

b . a heating element on said eye - shield ; and 
c . an interconnection system comprising a plurality of bus 
bars having a plurality of protrusions thereon providing 
a plurality of partial contact areas on said bus bars , a 
first interconnection adapted for interconnecting 
between the battery and said bus bars , and a second 
interconnection between said bus bars and said heating 
element on said eye - shield ; said interconnection system 
adapted for providing customized heating for said 
eye - shield depending upon the location , number , and 
extent of protrusions and partial contact areas of said 
bus bars coming in contact with said heating element . 

7 . The eye - shield of claim 6 , wherein said interconnection 
system further comprises a peripheral channel member 
securing interconnection of the partial contact areas of said 
bus bars with the heating element . 

8 . The eye - shield of claim 6 , wherein said second inter 
connection further comprises a plurality of painted contact 
pads located strategically around and adjacent the outer 
periphery of said eye shield , at least one of said painted 
contact pads being in contact with at least one of said bus 
bars and interposed between the plurality of protrusions and 
partial contact areas of said bus bars . 

9 . The eye - shield of claim 6 , wherein said plurality of bus 
bars comprises at least one upper bus bar and at least one 
lower bus bar , and wherein at least one of said at least one 
lower bus bar comprises at least one protrusion creating a 
partial contact area for the at least one of said at least one 
lower bus bar so as to be adapted for allowing contact of the 
said at least one lower bus bar with the heating element at 
either side of a nose - bridge portion of the eye - shield while 
preventing contact of the bus bar with the heating element of 
the eye - shield directly above the nose - bridge portion of the 
eye - shield . 

10 . The eye - shield of claim 9 , wherein said upper bus bar 
comprises a plurality of protrusions for providing partial 
contact areas of the bus bar for customizing the amount and 
location of power to be supplied to the heating element of 
the eye - shield . 

11 . The eye - shield of claim 10 , further comprising a 
plurality of painted contact pads located on the heating 
element , said contact pads being interposed between the 
heating element and corresponding location protrusions and 
partial contact areas of said upper and lower bus bars . 

12 . The eye - shield of claim 6 , adapted for use in one of 
a snow goggle , a swim goggle , a motor - cycle helmet face 
shield , a face shield , a ballistic eye - protection eye - shield , a 
portable goggle - type virtual - reality system , and a portable 
goggle - type augmented - reality system . 

13 . The eye - shield of claim 11 , wherein said second 
interconnection further comprises a peripheral clamping 

member for ensuring interconnection of only the partial 
contact areas of said bus bars with said heating element . 

14 . A battery - powered eye - shield adapted for preventing 
fogging of the eye - shield comprising : 

a . an irregularly - shaped eye - shield substrate having an 
outer periphery , a nose cut - out nose - bridge portion , an 
inner surface , and an outer surface ; 

b . a heating element affixed substantially over an entire 
portion of said eye - shield substrate ' s inner surface ; 

c . a battery with leads for supplying power to heat said 
heating element to prevent fogging of said eye - shield ' s 
substrate ; 

d . an interconnection system comprising a plurality of bus 
bars , wherein each bus bar is interconnected with a lead 
from said battery , and wherein each bus bar is inter 
connected with said heating element on said eye - shield , 
at least one of the bus bars having at least one recession 
formed therein so as to form at least one corresponding 
partial contact area for allowing contact of the at least 
one bus bar with the heating element for providing 
customized heating for said eye - shield based upon the 
number , extent , and location of the at least one corre 
sponding partial contact area contacting said heating 
element . 

15 . The battery - powered eye - shield of claim 14 , further 
comprising at least one painted contact pad located on the 
heating element , said contact pad being interposed between 
at least one of the partial contact areas of said bus bars and 
the heating element . 

16 . The battery - powered eye - shield of claim 14 , wherein 
said interconnection system comprises at least one upper bus 
bar and at least one lower bus bar , wherein said at least one 
lower bus bar is bent to form at least one recession so as to 
form at least one corresponding partial contact area for 
allowing contact of the at least one lower bus bar with the 
heating element and for preventing contact of the at least one 
lower bus bar with the heating element of the eye - shield at 
a location directly above the nose - bridge portion of the 
eye - shield , and wherein said interconnection system further 
comprises a peripheral channel member securing intercon 
nection of the partial contact area of the bus bars with said 
heating element . 

17 . The battery - powered eye - shield of claim 14 , wherein 
said interconnection system further comprises at least one 
upper bus bar and a plurality of lower bus bars , and wherein 
the upper bus bar comprises a plurality of bends forming a 
plurality of recessions providing corresponding stepped par 
tial contact areas for allowing contact of the at least one 
upper bus bar with the heating element for providing cus 
tomized heating for said heating element of said eye - shield . 

18 . The battery - powered eye - shield of claim 14 , wherein 
said interconnection system comprises an upper bus bar and 
a plurality of lower bus bars , and wherein the bus bars each 
has a plurality of recessions formed therein so as to form 
corresponding partial contact areas for allowing contact of 
the bus bars with the heating element , and further compris 
ing at least one painted contact pad located strategically 
adjacent the outer periphery of said heating element , said at 
least one painted contact pad being interposed between the 
partial contact areas of the bus bars and said heating element 
so as to provide an enhanced contact and for customized 
location - specific power from said battery to said heating 
element via the bus bars . 
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19 . The battery - powered eye - shield of claim 18 , further 
comprising a plurality of painted contact pads at strategic 
locations on said heating element to enable enhanced con 
tacts for the bus bars , for customization of application of 
heat to the eye - shield , and to avoid hot spots on the 
eye - shield , each of said plurality of painted contact pads 
being interposed between the partial contact areas of the bus 
bars and said heating element so as to provide an enhanced 
contact partial contact area and for customized location 
specific power from said battery to said heating element via 
the bus bars . 

20 . The battery - powered eye - shield system of claim 19 , 
wherein the upper bus bar and the lower bus bars are 
interconnected with said heating element via said plurality 
of painted contact pads at strategic locations around the 
outer periphery of said eye - shield to further provide even 
heating of the eye - shield . 


